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Abstract
The purpose of this dissertation is to understand the online self-presentation behavior by
investigating different reasons for the tagging and untagging of photos on different computermediated platforms. Particular emphases were given to the psychometrics, quantitative
research methodology, and literature governing computer-mediated communication in order
to deepen the existing understanding of its various aspects of this dissertation. Accordingly,
ﬁve empirical studies have been conducted. Study I examined various Uses and Gratiﬁcations
(U&G) of the photo-tagging activity among adolescent photo-taggers by developing a valid and
reliable 35-item photo-tagging U&G instrument using three cross-sectional studies (N = 780,
313, 186); Study II examined the cross-cultural validity of the 35-item photo-tagging U&G
instrument with Namibian adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers using two crosssectional surveys (N = 358, 393); Study III investigates age and gender differences in the sought
photo-tagging U&G by adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers (N = 780, 313, 178); Study IV
examines the differences between those adolescents who do and do not untag photos (N = 380);
and Study V investigates the different reasons due to which young people avoid photo-tagging
by developing a valid and reliable 25-item Avoidance Photo-Tagging Use (APTU) instrument
(N = 780, 313, 106).
This dissertation reveals the following ﬁndings. First, a valid and reliable photo-tagging U&G
instrument (35-item) addresses nine U&G of photo-tagging, namely likes and comments, social
inﬂuence, peer pressure, gains popularity, entertainment, feels good, social sharing, affection,
and convenience (Study I). Second, cross-cultural validation ensured that a 23-item phototagging U&G instrument possessed sufﬁcient validity and reliability (Study II). Third, male
adolescents sought higher "likes and comments" and "gain popularity" U&G compared to
females; age differences among adolescents were absent; and adolescents sought higher U&G
than did the young adults (Study III). Fourth, older males, extroverts, those who perceive online
information as public, and adolescents with more experience of taking and sharing photos, who
spend more time taking photos, who demonstrate strict protection of digital photos, those who
are negative towards cloud storage, and those who rarely keep backups, are more likely to untag
photos. (Study IV). Fifth, a valid and reliable instrument on avoiding photo-tagging use (25
items) addresses six reasons for avoiding photo-tagging, namely destroy capital, dislike, worry,
parental control, embarrassment and personal appearance.
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julkaisussa esitellään täydentävä 25-kohtainen kyselyinstrumentti (APTU, N = 780, 313, 106),
joka keskittyy siihen, miksi nuoret erityisesti välttävät kuviin tehtäviä itseensä liittyviä
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this dissertation is to enhance our understanding of online self-presentation in
computer-mediated environments by investigating different motives and reasons for tagging and
untagging of digital photos. Photo-tagging on Facebook is considered one of the most popular,
acceptable and widely practiced activities for online self-presentation. The past few years have
witnessed an unprecedented increase in the volume of digital photos shared and tagged on
different social media platforms. However, surprisingly only little is known about the different
reasons and motives behind the tagging and untagging of digital photos. This dissertation aims to
bridge this research gap by developing valid and reliable measurement instruments for
examining reasons for tagging and untagging photos by young people. The heart of this work lies
in the development of new measurement instruments for examining the gratifications of phototagging use as well as the reasons for avoiding its use. Furthermore, the development of the
instruments was based on a multi-stage investigation involving multiple studies, considered rare
in computer-mediated communication literature. The dissertation has utilized the Uses and
Gratifications (U&G) theory and previous literature on computer-mediated communication and
online self-presentation as the theoretical lenses for examining the empirical findings concerning
reasons for tagging and untagging. Due to the fact that there was no known measurement
instrument for examining user behavior in the context of photo-tagging or other specific social
media features, newer valid and reliable instruments were developed. A variety of other variables
including age, gender, and online regret experience, digital imaging accessibility, and
management of digital photos were also utilized. The data collection strategy focused on multiple
cross-sectional studies, which were undertaken for examining photo-tagging related user
behavior over time, and also investigated the external validity of the study results. In the



following chapter, the important concepts and underlying theoretical framework concerning this
dissertation are introduced. Afterwards, the gaps in the prior literature and contributions of the
present dissertation are outlined. Finally, the different research aims pertaining to this
dissertation work are presented.
1.1. What is Photo-tagging?
Digital photos have now become an integral part of our social life and it would not be
unfair to say that they are now part and parcel of our daily lives. Over the years, the user
perception of digital photos has changed from “an act of memory” to a more comprehensive tool
for building online identity, connecting and communication (van Dijck, 2008; Siibak, 2009;
Pempek, Yermolayeva, & Calvert, 2009; Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2010; Saslow, Muise,
Impett, & Dubin, 2013; Eftekhar, Fullwood, & Morris, 2014). Digital photos empower people to
shape their memories and identities by taking and sharing photos (Van Dijck, 2008, p. 6).
According to Dutton, Blank and Groselj (2013), digital photo sharing has even replaced listening
to music as the most popular leisure activity. Similarly, a recent study of 30,000 Facebook pages
revealed that about 75% of the content posted on Facebook is composed of digital photos, and
87% of the total interactions in the top 10% of posts were due to photo related content (see Ross,
2014).
Recent years have witnessed a growing popularity, acceptability and use of different
social networking sites (SNS) among people of all age groups, from all cultural and geographical
regions. Facebook is the most dominant social networking site (SNS), with over 1.55 billion
monthly users (Facebook Newsroom, 2015). Facebook is also now the most popular and fastest
growing photo-sharing platform (McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012; Rainie, Brenner, & Purcell, 2012)
where photos are shared for creating online identity and self-presentation (McLaughlin & Vitak,



2012; Young & Quan-Haase, 2013). According to various estimates, over two billion photos are
shared on Facebook every day (Facebook Newsroom, 2015). People tend to use Facebook and
other SNS for expression (Lee, 2012), observing others (Pempek et al., 2009) forming new
connections, and strengthening and maintaining their existing offline relationships (Raacke &
Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Chen, 2011).
Photo-tagging has been recognized as one of the most popular Facebook features.
According to one estimate, over 100 million tags were added in 2010 alone (Boulton, 2010), and
Facebook users photo-tag nearly 95% of the people in their posted photos (Goldman, 2010). This
clearly shows that nearly every Facebook user has been touched by the photo-tagging activity.
On Facebook, users can tag their friends’ names on a shared photograph which ultimately adds
the web-link of the personal profile of all tagged users on the tagged photo (Damen & Zannone,
2014). Afterwards, the tagged photo appears on the wall of all those people who were tagged. In
this way, photo-tagging is a specific feature of Facebook that provides direct communication
between Facebook users, which includes tagged, tagger and audience (friends of tagger and
tagged users) (Burke, Kraut, & Marlow, 2011). The recent study by Eftekhar et al. (2014) sees
photo-tagging as a means of showing, presenting and maintaining online identities and
developing new relationships. Similarly, Besmer and Lipford (2010) emphasized that phototagging enhances the visibility of the shared photos and provides opportunities to Facebook users
to share tagged photos with a large audience and also receive their feedback (e.g., by receiving
likes and comments). This is consistent with the observation of the prior literature on content
tagging systems that tagging aids in personal information management, self-presentation, rediscovery, activism, and acts as a memory aid (Vander Wal, 2005; Kipp, 2006; Zollers, 2007).



1.2. What are different strategies for managing online self-presentation?
The prior literature suggests that while presenting one’s self and building online
identities, most SNS users tend to disclose more personal information (boyd, 2008).
Consequently, their individual self-presentation strategy gets disturbed due to various social
privacy issues (Lang & Barton, 2015) and they even experience online regret, a negative
cognitive experience (Wang et al., 2011; Xu, Burchfiel, Zhu, & Bellmore, 2013). These
disturbances affect user experience and also possibly have a great impact on continuous service
use and later customer retention, both of which are considered important for the viability of any
business. Furthermore, people also tend to be wary of whether the online-shared photo enhances
or supports their overall online self-presentation (Zhao et al., 2013). Some of the examples of
disturbance of online self-presentation includes unintended exposure to an unknown or unwanted
audience, inaccurate self-presentation, negative comments or criticism from the audience, and
being tagged in a low quality, unattractive, undesirable or socially inappropriate photo (Kirk et
al., 2006; Lampe, Ellison, & Steinfield, 2007; Raynes-Goldie, 2010; Strano & Wattai, 2010;
Lampinen, Lehtinen, Lehmuskallio & Tamminen, 2011; McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012; Lang &
Barton, 2015). Similar disturbances to one’s online self-presentation can result in various
negative implications including negative feedback to self-concepts and perceived social identity
(Lang & Barton, 2015). Consequently, different SNS including Facebook provide different selfpresentation techniques for empowering their users so that they can manage and preserve their
online self-presentation. The different strategies for managing online self-presentation include
untagging content (e.g., photos, status updates), deleting content (e.g., posted links, status
updates, videos, photos), enabling strict privacy settings, removing friends from one’s friend list,
and even temporarily disabling one’s SNS profile or deleting it permanently. These strategies



enable SNS users to gain or re-gain control over the online shared content (Lampinen et al.,
2011), thus enabling them to maintain their online self-presentation despite various social
privacy issues (Raynes-Goldie, 2010).
The study by Lampinen et al. (2011) found that SNS users manage their online selfpresentation through two different types of strategies, namely individual and collaborative
strategies. The individual strategy deals with those actions which are taken by an individual, e.g.
deleting content (such as photos, tags, status updates), changing default privacy settings, creating
multiple accounts and self-censoring of content before sharing it online (Debatin, Lovejoy, Horn
& Hughes, 2009; Madden & Smith, 2010; Raynes-Goldie, 2010; Wang et al., 2011; Dey, Jelveh,
& Ross, 2012). In comparison, the collaborative strategies deal with negotiations (using text
messages or asynchronous SNS chat) with the violator because of whom the self-presentation is
disrupted. The negotiations are carried out in order to remove or delete the problematic content,
e.g. it may be confidential, exposing certain personal details or even embarrassing (boyd &
Marwick, 2009; Lampinen et al., 2011). Furthermore, if the negotiations fail, then it result in a
series of events which may include temporary closure of the account, unfriending and even
reporting of inappropriate content to the service provider (boyd & Marwick 2009; Lampinen et
al., 2011). Previous literature suggests that an individual SNS user’s decision to choose between
individual or collaborative strategies is dependent on various factors including the content of the
photo, the complexity of the available technique, the relationship with the violator, and etiquette
(McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012; Strano & Wattai, 2010; Lang & Barton, 2015).
Among the different available strategies for managing online self-presentation, untagging
is the most popular and acceptable (Guernsey, 2008; Lang & Barton, 2015). On Facebook, any
individual with a valid Facebook account can tag others in a shared photo. When a photo is



tagged, it is then not only displayed in the tagger’s profile but is also visible on the wall of the
tagged user and even across the entire network of friends, with or without the knowledge of the
tagged user (Strano & Wattai, 2010; Lang & Barton, 2015).
1.2.1. Why do people untag photos?
Relatively recent literature suggests that content pruning (e.g., deleting tags) in online space is
currently on the rise due to online self-presentation reasons (Robards, 2010; Wang et al., 2011;
Madden, 2012; Young & Quan-Haase, 2013). Untagging has been recognized as an important
strategy for managing and preserving online self-presentation (see Strano & Wattai, 2010;
Young & Quan-Hasse, 2013; Lang & Barton, 2015). Over the years, the popularity of untagging
has drastically increased from 7.33% in 2009 to 84% in 2015 due to its rising popularity and
acceptability (Pempek et al., 2009; Madden & Smith, 2010; Strano & Wattai, 2010; Tufekci,
2012; Lang & Barton, 2015). Through untagging, Facebook users can control or suppress those
anticipated events, which can get an individual’s online identity and self-concept in trouble
(Lang & Barton, 2015). Facebook users frequently utilize untagging to avoid situations that
might lead to embarrassment and negative online experience. A review of the prior literature on
online self-presentation revealed that untagging is seen as a self-cleaning technique (Wang et al.,
2011), privacy protection (Hoy & Milne, 2010) and correction strategy (Lampinen et al., 2011),
and a “stealth form of suppression” (Strano & Wattai, 2010). Recent literature has even linked
the tendency to untag with lower self-esteem (Tazghini & Siedlecki, 2013) and eating disorders
among women (Mabe, Forney, & Keel, 2014). Prior literature has also revealed different reasons
due to which SNS users tend to untag themselves such as detaching from undesirable photos
(Lang & Barton, 2015), suppressing unattractive physical depictions (Strano & Wattai, 2010),
privacy and personal appearance (Meyer, 2011), managing one’s online reputation (Madden &



Smith, 2010) and disassociating oneself from photos promoting negative events (McLaughlin &
Vitak, 2012). It is important to better understand the user behavior in the context of the photountagging phenomenon since it involves complex interplay between online self-presentation,
management of social privacy, and online self-disclosure in computer-mediated environments
(boyd, 2008; Debatin et al., 2009; Madden & Smith, 2010; McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012).
1.3. What is Uses and Gratification (U&G) Theory?
The uses and gratification (U&G) theory is a well-known theoretical framework which
explains how a given media platform or its specific features address the different needs of its
users (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973). These user needs could be social (e.g., connecting with
others, expressing or communicating), content (e.g., information seeking, seeking career
opportunities) or content oriented (e.g., social influence, peer pressure). U&G enables scholars to
identify different uses and motivations behind the use of a given media platform which will
ultimately also explain the reasons behind the popularity of that medium (Katz et al., 1973;
Rubin, 2009). It is important to understand the motives behind the use of a given media platform
since it would enable scholars to actually understand the user’s media choices and decisions taken
in light of selecting a specific medium. It should be noticed that due to the availability of several
media platforms, users tend to make deliberate choices regarding where they want to spend their
online time (see Holton & Chyi, 2012). In this dissertation, U&G theory was utilized since it
enables us to understand why people use a given medium, i.e. photo-tagging. Furthermore, it also
helps in understanding what people do with photo-tagging, and what kind of people’s needs are
satisfied through photo-tagging. Prior U&G based literature has emphasized that users’
psychological needs are mainly emotional and cognitive in nature but the sought gratifications
from media use are in fact goal-oriented and utility driven (Palmgreen & Rayburn, 1979).



Consequently, the goal-oriented and utility driven notion of media use should be adopted for
explaining different reasons for the use of a given media platform (Leung, 2014). In the present
dissertation, the U&G theory was utilized for understanding the utility-driven and goal-oriented
U&G sought from photo-tagging use.
1.3.1. Why is it important to study the U&G of specific media features?
The majority of the prior U&G literature has examined the gratifications sought from
medium use (aka U&G of general Facebook use) rather than gratifications offered by a
medium’s specific features (e.g., tagging, liking, commenting, sharing). Similarly, in the context
of Facebook, its different features offer their own discrete U&G, which may or may not be
similar to the U&G offered by general Facebook use. Furthermore, there is no logical reason to
believe that people tend to seek the same gratifications from one Facebook feature as they might
from another. However, there might be certain gratifications that do overlap between different
features; for example, Sundar and Limperos (2013) found that information seeking is an
important U&G offered by the Internet, mobile phones and even blogs. Similarly, they found that
Twitter and video-cassette recorders are used for social interaction gratification. There is a need
to find the similarities and differences in the U&G offered by different Facebook features since it
provides a complete picture of how different people tend to use media and their specific features.
Only recently have scholars started examining the U&G of Facebook specific features.
Some of the recent related studies include examining the U&G of photo-tagging (Joinson, 2008),
music video sharing (Karnik, Oakley, Venkatanathan, Spiliotopoulos, & Nisi, 2013), photo
sharing (Malik, Dhir, & Nieminen, 2016), sharing of links (Baek, Holton, Harp, & Yaschur,
2011), Facebook groups (Park, Kee, & Valenzuela, 2009), listening to music (Krause, North, &
Heritage, 2014) and playing SNS games (J. Lee,M. Lee, & Choi, 2012). However, there are



three main limitations of this prior literature examining U&G of specific Facebook features.
These limitations include a lack of diversity in the study participants (i.e., they are mostly USbased study samples) (e.g., Park et al., 2009; Baek et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012), and limited
sample data, which mostly focus on undergraduate students (aged 20 to 24 years). Furthermore,
the underlying age and gender differences in the U&G of specific Facebook features are mostly
unknown. Most of these limitations are addressed in the present dissertation.
1.3.2. Why is it important to study the U&G of new media in an international context?
Relatively recent media U&G literature has emphasized the need to investigate the U&G
among Facebook users from different cultures and geographical regions (see McAndrew &
Jeong, 2012; Caers et al., 2013; Rains & Brunner, 2015). Furthermore, existing research lacks
understanding of the U&G of new media use among non-western cultures (e.g., Peters,
Winschiers-Theophilus, & Mennecke, 2015). The majority of the prior research is based on USonly samples and mainly represents undergraduates (Hargittai, 2007; Raacke & Bonds-Raacke,
2008). However, over 82.4% of Facebook’s users actually come from outside of the US
(Facebook Newsroom, 2015). In order to address these gaps, the present dissertation has
recruited target users from India (Studies I, III, IV, V) and Namibia (Study II). Neither of these
target cultural groups have as yet been studied from the perspective of media U&G. Currently,
India hosts the world’s second largest number of Facebook users, and it is expected to replace
the US in the total number of Facebook users by 2017 (The Economic Times, 2015). Similarly,
African Internet users account for 26.5% of the world’s Internet users, of whom 51.6 million are
now using Facebook (Internet World Stats, 2015). Facebook use and adoption has witnessed a
sharp rise over recent years mainly due to the availability of cheap mobile phones, good Internet
connectivity and related infrastructure (Calandro, Gillwald, & Stork, 2012; Stork & Calandro,



2014). This dissertation offers an interesting opportunity for scholars to understand the Facebook
related use behavior of users from a different cultural and geographical background.
1.4. Why is it important to study age and gender differences in SNS usage?
The age and gender variables have been recognized as the important variables for
understanding user behavior in the context of SNS use (Hargittai, 2007; Joinson, 2008; Pfeil,
Arjan & Zaphiris, 2009; McAndrew & Jeong, 2012; Haferkamp, Eimler, Papadakis, & Kruck,
2012; Malik et al., 2016). Age and gender represent the largest demographic groups, which are
even utilized by service providers (including Facebook) for locating their existing and
prospective customers (e.g., the user is required to inform their age and gender when they first
register). Prior literature has clearly shown that age and gender differences influence an
individual’s attitudes, perceptions and technology use behavior (e.g., accessibility, motives)
(Fallows, 2005; Barnes, 2006; Debrand & Johnson, 2008; Sheldon, 2008; Zillien & Hargittai,
2009; Pfeil et al., 2009; Pettigrew, 2009; Taraszow, Aristodemou, & Shitta, 2010; Odaci &
Kalkan, 2010; Yuan, 2011; Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012). Furthermore, age and gender
differences are also considered as one of the main reasons behind the differential use of different
computer-mediated platforms. Therefore, it has become important to understand the age and
gender differences in SNS use.
Our review of prior extended literature examining age and gender differences in SNS use
revealed several discrepancies or inconsistencies in the findings concerning gender (see Tifferet
& Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014). Some of the earlier studies suggest that females tend to disclose more
personal information online compared to males (Peter, Valkenburg & Schouten, 2005; Kleman,
2007), which is also consistent with the observed gender differences in offline settings (Jourard,
1971; Morton, 1978; Davidson & Duberman, 1982; Buhrke & Fuqua, 1987). In contrast,



Hollenbaugh and Ferris (2014) and Chang and Heo (2014) found an absence of any significant
gender difference in online self-disclosure, while Special and Li-Barber (2012) and Chang and
Heo (2014) confirmed that males tend to disclose more personal information compared to
females. Similar inconsistencies were revealed in gender difference in the tendency to reveal
sensitive information online. The studies by Bölükbaş and Yıldız (2005) and Fallows (2005)
claimed that females are less willing to disclose their personal information to an unknown
audience due to various social norms and related societal pressures. Similarly, several studies
have found that males easily reveal personal information (e.g., email address, phone number) and
maintain relatively less private profiles compared to females (Acquisti & Gross, 2006; Thelwall,
2008; Taraszow et al., 2010). Similar inconsistencies were also observed in the previous
literature on self-disclosure in offline settings; for example, Kleinke (1979) observed an absence
of gender differences, while Brooks (1974) claimed that males disclose more information, and
Collins and Miller (1994) found that females are more likely to self-disclose than males.
Our review of the prior literature also revealed two other limitations, namely neglect of
an important user group, adolescents, and a lack of studies that have specifically addressed age
and gender differences in the use of specific Facebook features, e.g. photo-tagging.
Consequently, it is important to repeatedly investigate age and gender differences in the use of
SNS as suggested by the recent literature (Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014). In the present
dissertation, Facebook has been used as a platform for understanding age and gender differences
in the use of a specific feature, i.e. photo-tagging. Prior literature emphasized that Facebook
provides interesting opportunities for scholars engaged in computer-mediated communication
research due to the cultural diversity of its user base, and its experimental yet naturalistic settings



(Manago, Graham, Greenfield, & Salimkhan, 2008; Teppers, Luyckx, Klimstra, & Goossens,
2014).
1.4.1.

What are age differences in online self-presentation?
Age is considered an influential variable, which has affected the way in which the Internet

has been used since its emergence (Bonfadelli, 2002; Fox & Madden, 2005; Zillien & Hargittai,
2009). Prior empirical studies have clearly shown the differences among younger and older users
in the way computer-mediated platforms are utilized (e.g., differences in frequency, activity,
etc.). The older users are generally interested in serious use such as online shopping, work
related communication and information seeking (Jones & Fox, 2009). However, in comparison,
younger counterparts are mainly interested in seeking fun, pleasure, social and academic
gratifications from their use (Donn & Sherman, 2002; Fox & Madden, 2005; Jones & Fox, 2009;
Junco, Merson, & Salter, 2010; Dutton et al., 2013). The study by Sheldon (2008) found that
older adult users tend to seek entertainment, being cool, time passing or escape gratifications,
while young adults are interested in connecting with new friends and maintaining existing
relationships from SNS use. Muscanell and Guadagno (2012) observed similar differences where
older SNS users were interested in family activities through SNS use while younger counterparts
tend to participate in many activities, are relatively more active, spend more time on SNS use,
and have larger networks. These findings found resonance in another study, as McAndrew and
Jeong (2012) also found that older SNS users tend to have smaller networks of friends, spend
relatively less time on the platform, and showcase more snagging behavior compared to their
younger counterparts. Similarly, Orchard, Fullwood, Galbraith and Morris (2014) and Balkis and
Duru (2009) also found that younger users are more likely to showcase procrastination compared
to their older counterparts.



Prior empirical studies suggest that adolescents (aged 12 to 19 years) are different from
other user groups, namely young adults (aged 20 to 30 years) and older users (aged above 60
years) in their SNS use (Pfeil et al., 2009). The differences can be explained by utilizing a
theoretical framework from the developmental psychology literature. The theory of psychosocial
development by Erik Erikson suggests that adolescence is all about learning and building selfidentity through different role confusions (see Erikson, 1959). Similarly, Arnett (2000)
emphasized that adolescents’ self-identity develops over time and involves different uncertainties
and insecurities. This also affects the adolescents’ behavior in both the offline and online worlds,
e.g. adolescents tend to disclose more personal information (e.g., sexual identity, emotional state,
and other states of intimacy) due to developing self-identity. The studies by Collins and Madsen
(2006) and Rubin, Bukowski and Parker (2006) emphasized that self-disclosure and intimacy are
essential elements of the adolescent’s psychological development. This is also consistent with
Brown’s (1999) stage development model; according to this framework, adolescents engage in
building personal identity, seek approval from peers, and also indulge in developing social
relations, which ultimately lead to adulthood. Consequently, adolescents line up on different
SNS to create SNS profiles in order to disclose their self-identity (Livingstone, 2008). Similarly,
Ma and Leung (2006) also found that young people disclose more personal information
compared to older people in the online world, which is consistent with the prior literature on
offline settings (see Sinha, 1972; Knapp, Ellis, & Williams, 1980).
1.4.2. What are the gender differences in online self-presentation?
The presence of gender differences in the computer-mediated environment has been
clearly outlined in the recent literature (Papacharissi & Rubin, 2000; Yuan, 2011; StewartWilliams & Thomas, 2013). Previous literature has indicated that females tend to use computer-



mediated platforms for social gratifications, e.g. social connection and communication (Jackson
et al., 2001; Colley & Maltby, 2008; Yuan, 2011; Joiner et al., 2012; Hunt, Atkin, & Krishnan,
2012), maintenance of existing relationships (e.g., Sheldon, 2008; Joinson, 2008; Debrand &
Johnson, 2008; Hargittai & Hsieh, 2010; Special & Li-Barber, 2012; Teppers et al., 2014), active
engagement in online self-presentation (Rao, 2011), entertainment and passing the time
(Sheldon, 2008; Hunt et al., 2012; Teppers et al., 2014), academic reasons (Wohn & Lee, 2013),
information seeking and comparing self with others (Haferkamp et al., 2012), and expansion of
one’s existing friends network (Debrand & Johnson, 2008). In comparison, males tend to utilize
computer-mediated platforms for professional reasons (Colley & Maltby, 2008), information
seeking (Jackson et al., 2001), searching SNS profiles and building newer networks and
relationships (Sheldon, 2008; Tufekci, 2008; Haferkamp et al., 2012; Wohn & Lee, 2013), using
chat-rooms (Whitty, 2002), experimenting with content shared on their own SNS profile
(Haferkamp et al., 2012), building impressive SNS profiles to attract people from the opposite
gender (Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Tosun, 2012), seeking information for non-social
reasons (Yuan, 2011) and monitoring the academic as well as professional achievement of SNS
friends (McAndrew & Jeong, 2012). However, in contrast, not all studies found significant
differences; for example Tifferet and Vilnai-Yavetz (2014) found an absence of significant
gender difference in the tendency to disclose information.
Gender differences are also visible in the use of different features of SNS. Females are
more likely to post more photos and videos (Hargittai, 2007; Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012;
Madden et al., 2013) and comment on friends’ post instead of just viewing them (Yuan, 2011)
compared to males who are more likely to engage in SNS games (Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012;
Joiner et al., 2012) and entertainment-related activities (Weiser, 2000; Joiner et al., 2012).



However, not all prior studies found significant gender differences in the use of SNS features,
e.g. posting links (Baek et al., 2011), engagement in photo-related activities (Hum et al., 2011),
number of friends on SNS (Acar, 2008; Pempek et al., 2009; Bonds-Raacke & Raacke, 2010;
McAndrew & Jeong, 2012; Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014) and engagement in new
relationships via SNS (Fox & Warber, 2013).
Prior literature has also indicated clear gender differences in the various issues
concerning online self-presentation. Males tend to present themselves as symbols of strength
(Manago et al., 2008), are more interested in showing off their status, and are likely to relate self
with technology and status (Sveningsson, 2007), prefer photos depicting their full body as a
profile display, and are more apprehensive about self-identity (Haferkamp et al., 2012). In
contrast, females tend to present themselves as associative and appealing (Manago et al., 2008),
wary about relationships and feelings, are more interested in communicating self (Sveningsson,
2007), are likely to showcase a positive self-image and utilize group names for self-presentation
reasons (Haferkamp et al., 2012), tend to put family photos as profile displays (Tifferet & VilnaiYavetz, 2014), use photos for self-impression (McAndrew & Jeong, 2012), explore the photos of
others (McAndrew & Milenkovic, 2002; McAndrew, 2008; McAndrew & Jeong, 2012) and use
portraits as profile displays (Haferkamp et al., 2012).
1.5. Why is it important to study privacy management of digital photos?
As discussed before, digital photos are increasingly shared via computer-mediated
platforms due to online self-presentation reasons. Due to this, private photos easily turn into
public property when they are shared online (van Dijck, 2008). This rapid transformation of
“private” into “public” property sometimes results in complex tensions between privacy
management and online self-presentation in computer-mediated space. The different SNS



including Facebook offer various privacy management strategies for overcoming these complex
tensions so that individuals can manage their online self-presentation with ease. Some of the
well-known privacy management strategies include hiding one’s own SNS profile from public
access, editing, cropping or even blurring a photo before posting it online, and untagging (see
Besmer & Lipford, 2010; Beye et al., 2012; Tang, Lin, Hong, Siewiorek, & Sadeh, 2010; Lang &
Barton, 2015; Madden et al., 2013). Untagging is one of the widely utilized and popular privacy
protection mechanisms provided to Facebook users. Prior literature has indicated that privacy
concerns can result in untagging oneself from online-shared content (Meyer, 2011; Strano &
Wattai, 2010). Similarly, several studies have suggested that untagging is a means of regaining
control over any possible social privacy threat (see McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012; Strano & Wattai,
2010; Young & Quan-Haase, 2013). However, prior literature has not yet investigated the
empirical linkages shared between untagging and privacy management of digital photos.
Consequently, the present dissertation has addressed this research gap by investigating these
missing relationships. This is also consistent with the recent literature, which has recommended
the need to investigate such relationships for better understanding the untagging phenomenon
(Lang & Barton, 2015; Madden et al., 2013).
The present study has examined three different aspects of privacy management of digital
photos under the umbrella of management of digital photos. This includes online privacy
management that actually investigates how adolescents tend to manage the privacy of the content
they usually share online (e.g., hiding location, other information and personal profile from
public access, using a different email account when registering for a new service, editing and
cropping the information or content) (Besmer & Lipford, 2010; Beye et al., 2012; Tang et al.,
2010). The second dimension was privacy management skills, which evaluates the degree to



which an adolescent user can independently manage the privacy of the digital photos, stored on
the PC or cloud system (Besmer & Lipford, 2010). The third aspect of privacy management of
digital photos was to examine the degree to which adolescent users tend to keep their digital
photos on their mobile phone or PC under password protected lock.
1.6. The present study
1.6.1. Gaps in the prior research and the contribution of the present study
In this subsection of the dissertation, the research gaps in the prior literature are outlined and a
description of how the open research gaps were addressed by means of five empirical studies is
presented (see Figure 1.1). In addition to this, the contribution of this dissertation in the light of
the prior extended literature is presented.
Nowadays, digital photos are increasingly tagged on the computer-mediated platforms for
online self-presentation. However, despite its rising popularity, little is known regarding what
really drives people to engage in photo-tagging. In other words, what are the different reasons
due to which people tend to photo-tag themselves or others (i.e., friends, peers, family)? It is
important to understand the reasons behind photo-tagging since this activity affects nearly all
Facebook users and is frequently utilized by most Facebook users. Furthermore, this kind of
investigation will enable the research community to understand the real reasons behind people
using new media platforms. Therefore, in order to understand the reasons or U&G behind phototagging, a 35-item instrument representing nine U&G of photo-tagging was developed using a
multi-stage investigation with adolescent and young adult photo-taggers (see Study I). A popular
theoretical framework of U&G theory was utilized for understanding the different motives
behind the use of photo-tagging. The nine U&G of photo-tagging are Likes and comments (LC),
Social influence (SI), Peer pressure (PP), Gains popularity (GP), Entertainment (ET), Feels good



(FG), Social sharing (SS), Affection (AF), and Convenience (CV). This measurement instrument
will explain why people tend to use specific features of a given new medium and what people
tend to do when they are using a given new medium platform.
Second, the 35-item photo-tagging U&G instrument was developed and validated with
photo-taggers from India alone. Consequently, the generalizability, validity and reliability of this
instrument to other cultures and geographical regions could not be guaranteed. Therefore, the
instrument validity and reliability of this measurement instrument needed to be examined in a
cross-cultural context. Another related limitation in the previous literature examining online selfpresentation in computer-mediated environments was that it mainly focused on new media users
from Western or East Asian countries. Consequently, users from low-income countries, e.g.
African Facebook users, are less studied in the context of the use of computer-mediated
platforms. Therefore, to address both of these related limitations, the cross-cultural examination
of the 35-item instrument was performed with adolescents and young adults from Namibia (see
Study II). This study has made significant contributions to the new media literature since it
examined the U&G of a specific new media feature in the context of a little studied demographic
and cultural group of African Facebook users.
Third, U&G theory has been criticized in the prior literature for having weak predictive
capabilities (see McQuail, 1984; Ruggiero, 2000). Furthermore, the majority of the prior
literature based on U&G theory has mainly mirrored the U&G suggested by previous studies (see
Song, LaRose, Eastin, & Lin, 2004; Sundar & Limperos, 2013). These limitations have
significantly affected the development of this field of research since scholars tend not to find
newer U&G dimensions for any new media use. In the context of this limitation, Song et al.
(2004) recommended that upcoming research based on the U&G theory must detach from the



existing approach of simply mirroring prior U&G. Instead, upcoming research studies must focus
on finding newer U&G based on post-hoc exploratory research. Another related limitation of the
U&G theory based literature is that it mostly focuses on examining the U&G of a particular
medium instead of investigating the U&G of a specific feature of that medium. Sundar and
Limperos (2013) have emphasized that new media scholars must examine the U&G of specific
features of new media as it offers a more nuanced approach to understanding why people tend to
adopt that specific feature. These limitations were addressed by developing a 35-item phototagging U&G instrument, and later examining its cross-cultural validity and reliability (see Study
I & II). Our studies examined the U&G of photo-tagging, a specific feature of Facebook. Thus,
these studies also contribute to the emerging literature examining the U&G of specific features
such as sharing of photos, video and links, photo-tagging and participation in SNS groups (see
Joinson, 2008; Park et al., 2009; Baek et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Karnik et al., 2013; Krause et
al., 2014).
Fourth, the emerging literature examining the U&G of specific features of new media has
chiefly focused on adult (e.g. Park et al., 2009; Baek et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Malik et al.,
2016) and undergraduate (Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Krause et al., 2014) SNS users.
However, other important demographic groups such as adolescents (aged 12 to 19 years) and
young adults (aged 20 to 22 years) are rarely studied, despite the fact that they are the
predominant SNS users (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010) and actively use phototagging (McAfee, 2014). Furthermore, these user groups are known for their active engagement
in online identity creation and management (Pempek et al., 2009; Dunne, Lawlor, & Rawley,
2010; Lenhart et al., 2010; Ridout, Campbell, & Ellis, 2011; Leung, 2014). Furthermore, prior
developmental literature has clearly shown that adolescents differ from adults in their cognitive



maturity (Piaget, 1970; Leontjev, 1978; Lau & Yuen, 2013) and these differences are also likely
to be visible in the use of different features of new media. To address this gap, the present study
recruited adolescent and young-adult Facebook users in Studies I, II & III. To the best of our
knowledge, these studies represent the first empirical investigations for understanding the U&G
of a specific feature of two important yet scarcely studied demographic groups.
Fifth, despite the fact that age and gender differences in the use of computer-mediated
platforms have been well recognized (see Fallows, 2005; Hargittai, 2007; Debrand & Johnson,
2008; Pfeil et al., 2009; Zillien & Hargittai, 2009; McAndrew & Jeong, 2012; Haferkamp et al.,
2012; Malik et al., 2016), three related limitations were observed in the existing literature. These
open research gaps include inconsistent findings of the prior literature (Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz,
2014), lack of any empirical investigation into age and gender differences among adolescents
and young adults, and the non-availability of any empirical study investigating age and gender
differences in the U&G of specific features of new media such as photo-tagging. Consequently,
there is a growing need to repeatedly examine the age and gender differences in the use of
computer-mediated platforms. To address these research gaps, the present study has examined
age and gender differences among adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers in the nine sought
photo-tagging U&Gs in Study II. Our investigation is the first empirical investigation that has
utilized repeated cross-sectional studies for understanding age and gender differences over time.
Sixth, the limited existing literature examining strategies for managing online selfpresentation has not yet investigated the differences between those users who do and do not
untag photos. This understanding of such differences is important for the future development of
the limited literature examining negative issues concerning online self-presentation.
Furthermore, this kind of investigation will provide better understanding of the untagging



phenomenon. Another related limitation that was observed in the prior literature examining the
untagging activity includes mostly US-based participants, lower sample size based investigations
and a strong focus on undergraduate students (aged 18 to 24 years). Study IV examined the
differences between adolescents who do and do not untag photos so as to address these
limitations. The study utilized adolescent Facebook users from India in order to address the
limitation concerning the lack of diversity in the study participants.
Seventh, recent years have witnessed a growing interest among the scholars engaged in
computer-mediated communication research to understand the strategies for managing online
self-presentation. However, almost no prior empirical study has examined the different reasons
for avoiding those new media features, which actually support online self-presentation. As
mentioned before, online self-presentation is important for the development and well-being of
adolescents and young adults. Therefore, it is important to understand those reasons due to which
adolescents and young adults avoid photo-tagging since it is considered very popular among this
population and is utilized for online self-presentation reasons. To address this research gap, a 25item instrument examining the reasons for avoiding photo-tagging was developed and validated
with adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers (see Study V). This developed instrument has six
dimensions, which represent six main reasons, namely Destroy Capital (DC), Dislike (DL),
Worry (WY), Parental Control (PC), Embarrassment (EM) and Personal Appearance (PA). This
investigation was important since it answers the criticism of the prior online self-presentation
literature that strong empirical and psychometric foundations are underdeveloped. This work will
support the future investigations on the different reasons due to which people tend to avoid a
specific feature of new media. Furthermore, it provides a complete picture of what people do not



like when they are using computer-mediated platforms and why they tend to experience
disruptions in their online self-presentation.
In this dissertation, the seven aforementioned limitations and related research gaps were
addressed by means of the five empirical studies. Studies I & II examined the different reasons
for photo-tagging among adolescents and young-adult Facebook users. The age and gender
differences among adolescents and young adults in the sought photo-tagging gratifications were
examined in Study III. Similarly, the differences among those adolescents who do and do not
untag photos were evaluated in Study IV. Finally, the different reasons due to which adolescents
and young adults avoid photo-tagging, or in other words why they untag themselves, were
examined in Study V.

Figure 1.1. Overview of the limitations of the prior literature, and the corresponding empirical
studies from the present dissertation addressing them


1.6.2. A summary of the Research Framework
In order to address the different research aims and open research questions underlying this
dissertation, a research framework was developed. This framework aims at increasing our
existing understanding of the different underlying reasons for tagging and untagging photos. This
kind of knowledge is important for understanding the various complex issues concerning online
self-presentation in computer-mediated platforms. The research framework is based on different
theoretical frameworks, e.g. the U&G theory was utilized for understanding the reasons for
tagging digital photos, while the theory of psychosocial development and the staged
development model were necessary for understanding the underlying age and gender differences
in the sought photo-tagging U&G, and for determining different reasons for untagging photos.
Similarly, prior literature examining social privacy issues in online self-presentation was utilized
as an empirical lens for understanding the differences between those adolescent who do and do
not untag photos. A 35-item photo-tagging U&G instrument representing nine different reasons
for tagging photos was developed based on the theoretical framework of the U&G theory (see
Study I). This instrument was later examined with Namibian adolescents and young adults in
order to gauge the cross-cultural validity of this instrument (i.e., Study II). Later, this instrument
was utilized for examining age and gender differences in the sought photo-tagging U&G among
adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers (see Study III). These three studies address the recent
research call to investigate the U&G of specific features of new media, understand the U&G of
new media use among users from low income countries, and examine the underlying age and
gender differences in the sought U&G of specific features of new media. In order to bring more
clarity to the untagging phenomenon and its relationship with important variables (e.g.,
demographics, online regret experience, management of digital photos and digital imaging



accessibility), Study IV was undertaken. It investigated the differences between adolescents who
do and do not untag photos. Finally, the different reasons for untagging photos among
adolescents and young-adults were examined by developing a 25-item instrument on avoiding
photo-tagging use (see Study V).

Figure 1.2. The proposed Research Framework of this dissertation
The research framework of this dissertation investigates the reasons for tagging and
untagging in online self-presentation in computer-mediated environments. In order to understand
the conceptualization of tagging and untagging, the research framework presents an interaction
between the different variables of this study (see Figure 1.2). Furthermore, the research
framework can be visualized as a conceptual and interpretative framework, which has


incorporated five research aims and five different empirical studies of this dissertation work.
This kind of visualization will enable readers to understand the complex issues pertaining to
online self-presentation, photo tagging and untagging at a more abstract level.
1.6.3. Main aims
This dissertation presents a multi-disciplinary point of view on an important user activity
on social media platforms, i.e. online self-presentation through photo-tagging. The
conceptualizations concerning different reasons for tagging and untagging of digital photos were
developed from multiple disciplines, including computer-mediated communication, online selfpresentation, human-computer interaction, and psychology. The measurement instruments
explaining user behavior concerning tagging and untagging provides new perspectives on the
important issues concerning online self-presentation. However, measurement instruments on
their own are not sufficient to understand the underlying tensions in different user actions and
decisions concerning online self-presentation. Due to this, there was a need to investigate the
relationship between reasons for tagging and untagging with demographic attributes and various
other variables. This dissertation has addressed these specific needs to some extent by examining
age and gender differences in the sought photo-tagging U&G, understanding differences between
those who tag and untag photos, and performing cross-cultural validation of the developed
photo-tagging U&G instrument for understanding the complex nature of photo-tagging on social
media platforms. The dissertation also sought to highlight the relationship between untagging
and other important variables including online regret experience, digital imaging accessibility,
demographic attributes and management of digital photos in order to uncover newer perspectives
on photo tagging. Therefore, this dissertation aims to provide a more comprehensive viewpoint
on the different issues concerning Facebook photo-tagging among adolescents and young-adults.



It should be noted that not all of the aspects of this dissertation were addressed by the five
empirical studies individually. Rather, the five empirical studies were used in combination to
address the different aims and research questions of this dissertation. Furthermore, the five
empirical studies will present a comprehensive and most importantly coherent viewpoint on the
conceptualization of different reasons for tagging and untagging. Therefore, these five studies
complement each other not only structurally but also in a scientifically meaningful manner (see
Table 1). The main aims of this dissertation are achieved through the following five open
research questions:
1. What are the U&G sought by adolescents and young-adults from photo-tagging use (Study I)?
2. Does the developed U&G instrument possess cross-cultural validity and reliability (Study II)?
3. What are the age and gender differences in the photo-tagging U&G sought by adolescent and
young-adult photo-taggers (Study III)?
4. What are the differences between those adolescent users who do and do not untag photos
(Study IV)?
5. What are the different reasons due to which adolescents and young adults avoid photo-tagging

use (Study V)?



To examine the cross-cultural
validity of the 35-item instrument
examining photo-tagging U&G

To examine the age and gender
differences in the photo-tagging
U&G among adolescent and youngadult photo-taggers

To investigate the differences
between those adolescents who do
and do not untag photos

To develop a valid and reliable
measurement instrument for
understanding the different reasons
for avoiding photo-tagging

Study II

*Study III

Study IV

*Study V

Three cross-sectional surveys: 780
adolescents, 313 adolescents and
106 young-adult photo-taggers
from India

A cross-sectional survey with 380
adolescent Facebook users from
India

Three cross-sectional surveys: 780
adolescents, 313 adolescents and
178 young-adult photo-taggers
from India

Two cross-sectional surveys: 358
adolescent and 393 young-adult
photo-taggers from Namibia

Three cross-sectional surveys: 780
adolescents, 313 adolescents and
186 young-adult photo-taggers
from India

Participants

First a 38-item pool and later a
25-item instrument was
developed

4-item demographic variables,
5-item online regret experience,
5-item digital accessibility,
15-item management of digital
photos

35-item instrument was utilized

35-item instrument was utilized

First a 58-item pool and later a
35-item instrument was
developed

Measures

Psychometrics analysis
CFA
Second-order CFA
Instrument validity & Reliability

Psychometrics analysis
EFA
CFA
Second-order CFA
Instrument validity & Reliability

●
●
●
●
●

Psychometrics analysis
EFA
CFA
Second-order CFA
Instrument validity & Reliability

● Phi correlation
● Independent sample t-test
● Logistic regression

● MANOVA
● Univariate ANOVA

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Analysis
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* The data samples utilized in Study I were re-used in Study III & Study V

variance

Note: ANOVA = Analyses of variance, CFA = Confirmatory Factor Analysis, EFA = Exploratory Factor Analysis, MANOVA = Multivariate analysis of

To develop a valid and reliable
measurement instrument for
understanding the U&G of phototagging

Main aim

*Study I

Studies

Table 1: Summary of the main aims, study participants, measures and analyses of the five studies

2. RESEARCH CONTEXT
In this chapter of the dissertation, the context of the research work is presented. Our primary
target group was adolescent Facebook users, due to which the background information
regarding this important demographic user group is presented. Afterwards, the complex notions
of research ethics and frameworks for governing research ethics are discussed. This was
important since the majority of study participants were below 18 years of age. Therefore,
special attention was given to the various ethical norms, guidelines, standards and framework
that govern the participation of minors in the research process. Subsequently, the utilized
framework that governs research ethics and related discussion is presented. Finally, the chapter
concludes with an overview of the practiced research process covering important details
regarding study planning, data collection and analysis.
2.1. Adolescents
Adolescents are considered as the early adopters for any service, product or brand
(Lapowsky, 2014). They are well known for their dedication, innovativeness and tech-savvy
attitude towards technology use. Adolescents can easily influence the widespread adoption of any
service or product among their own family, friends and peers. Similarly, Dhir and Al-kahtani
(2013) emphasized that adolescents can be considered as loyal users of technology as they possess
mobile phones, have accounts on SNS platforms, etc. Therefore, it is important to incorporate their
views and opinions in the design and implementation of future products and services. Due to these
reasons, different organizations including both public and private, consider them a valuable,
important and desirable customer segment (Lapowsky, 2014). Consequently, organizations are
interested in better understanding the technology use and adoption related behavior of adolescents
in general, and particularly their use of SNS. Among the different available SNS, Facebook is
considered the most popular and actively used by adolescents (Hofstra, Corten, & Tubergen, 2015).
It is important for organizations to understand the Facebook related use of adolescents so as to
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engage them, build trust and prepare future loyal customers for their brand, service or product.
Despite the fact that adolescents represent an important customer segment and demographic group,
they are relatively less studied compared to young adults and older adults in terms of their
participation in computer-mediated environments (Mäntymäki & Salo, 2011; Mäntymäki &
Riemer, 2014).
According to recent studies, 81% of adolescents were using SNS, and of these, 94% were
using Facebook (Madden, 2012). Similarly, a recent study by Lenhart (2015) suggested that 71% of
adolescents are even now using Facebook, despite the speculation that adolescent Facebook users
are now switching to other SNS. Previous Facebook related research has criticized the fact that
most of the existing research is chiefly based on United States (US)-only samples (see Park et al.,
2009; Baek et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012). Therefore, there is a need to examine the Facebook
related use behavior from outside the US (Caers et al., 2013; Peters, Winschiers-Theophilus, &
Mennecke, 2015; Rains & Brunner, 2015). According to a recent update from the Facebook
newsroom, about 83.5% of Facebook users are actually based outside the US (Facebook
Newsroom, 2015). Similarly, the recent study by Dhir et al. (2016) also stressed that prior literature
examining online self-presentation in computer-mediated environments is mostly based on studies
originating from the western world.
To bridge this research gap due to the lack of diversity in the cultural and demographic
groups in prior Facebook based research, this dissertation has focused on Indian Facebook users.
India is a rapidly progressing developing economy with a population of 1.25 billion people.
According to recent statistics, India currently hosts 402 million Internet users, and ranks second
only to China in the total population of Internet users (The Economic Times, 2015). Similarly, India
currently hosts the world’s second largest number of Facebook users with 135 million users, and it
is expected to reach 200 million by 2017 (Wade, 2015). Furthermore, it is estimated that 51% of
total Indian Internet users are using Facebook (Wade, 2015), while McAfee (2014) found that 93%
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of the Indian tweens and adolescents were using Facebook. Consequently, it has become important
to understand the Facebook use related behavior among this cultural and demographic group of
Facebook users. Therefore, the present dissertation provides a good opportunity to examine and
investigate the behavior of Facebook users from a different cultural and demographic context.
The target user group of this dissertation was chiefly adolescent Facebook users, but to
answer some of the research questions of the included empirical studies (namely Studies I, II, III, &
V), young-adult Facebook users were also recruited. In order to recruit adolescent Facebook users,
different junior and senior high schools from four semi-urban Indian cities were contacted. India
has 29 states; data collection was carried in the state of Punjab located in the northwestern region of
India with a population of 27.7 million. Punjab has a literacy rate of 76.68%, which is higher than
the national average literacy rate of 74.4% (Statistics of Punjab, 2013). According to the previous
National population survey, close to 29.7% of the 1.3 billion population of India were aged 14 years
of age or below, and 50% of the total population was aged below 25 years (Population composition,
2011). In a recent study, Dhir (2015) indicated that Indian adolescents belonging to very low socioeconomic groups and attending public schools are less likely to use the Internet and mobile phones.
Therefore, in the present dissertation, the empirical data were collected from only private schools
that cater to students from the lower to upper middle-income strata. Dhir (2015) emphasized that
these students are more likely to have easy access to mobile phones and the Internet, and are likely
to possess good proficiency in English reading and comprehension. Consequently, all pen-andpaper surveys were conducted in English only.
2.2. Research Ethics & Children
In order to obtain deep understanding of issues governing young children participating in
research and complex research ethics, the literature on child-computer interaction (CCI) was
reviewed. The field of CCI represents a growing subfield of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI),
which specifically addresses children’s learning, psychology and play. Read (2015) emphasized
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that the CCI community has a long tradition of promoting the active participation of young
children in research design and evaluation. There are different reasons for involving young
children including understanding children’s opinions about products and services, examining their
behavior in relation to the use of a given technology, and bridging the existing gap in the
evaluation of products which are actually made for children but still evaluated by adults (see
Read, 2015). Furthermore, prior literature also suggests that adult experts fail to precisely predict
the way children act, and this greatly influences children’s motivation and performance in the
context of technology use. However, Read (2015) also emphasized that involving young children
in research actually comes with a greater responsibility of ensuring their safety, and of informing
them of what the proposed research is about and how their participation will contribute towards
the research. Read (2015) cautioned that there are practical, methodological and ethical concerns
around conducting research-involving children. Consequently, CCI has emphasized for a long
time the need to involve children in research and develop new evaluation methods for doing
research. Furthermore, building robust ethical frameworks can help young researchers to make
complex decisions concerning research ethics.
In this section, first the definition of ethics and ethical research are provided, and then later
the research ethics governing the minors’ participation are elaborated. Finally, the existing ethical
frameworks governing children’s participation in any research are presented.
Ethics is defined as the “study of proper action”, and ethical behavior refers to the rightful
action or behavior in a given cultural environment (see Markopoulos, Read, MacFarlane, &
Hoysniemi, 2008). Dhir (2015) argued that the terms “proper action” and “rightful action” are
very subjective terms since who will evaluate if any given act or behavior is rightful or proper?
Similarly, Markopoulos et al. (2008) also argued that ethics and related practices are subjective
and depend on the evaluator as well as the researcher who is dealing with them. Furthermore, in
complex ethical issues, decision-making is difficult due to the presence of the inherent
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subjectivity. Markopoulos et al. (2008) outlined different reasons behind subjectivity in ethical
decision-making including demographic profile, educational qualification and abilities, and
differences in the perceptions concerning children and their participation in the research process.
On this issue, Dhir (2015) emphasized the need for a holistic framework, which will guide
researchers with various ethical norms and considerations. Furthermore, the ethical framework
must also objectively notify researchers of “rightful or wrongful” and “proper or improper”
research conduct.
The research involving minors is considered a complex phenomenon from the perspective
of research ethics due to the presence of various ethical and legal issues (Markopoulos et al.,
2008). Singer (2011) argued that researchers must strike a perfect balance between protection of
the child’s rights and bringing positive change for all. Similarly, White (2012) emphasized that the
handling of ethical issues becomes difficult for researchers due to the age of the minor participants
due to which young children are not capable of providing their own consent for their participation.
Therefore, on this issue, Dhir (2015) recommended that researchers must take responsibility to
ensure that minor participants are not at risk and that various ethical practices must safeguard their
rights. This is consistent with Punchoojit and Hongwarittorrn (2015), who emphasized that study
participants should be treated with dignity, respect and integrity, and their rights must be
protected. Furthermore, researchers must pay special attention to young children participating in
any research, e.g. their vulnerability should be taken into account. Furthermore, Dhir (2015) raised
various unanswered questions concerning “ensuring ethical practices”, namely who will decide
whether a given action is ethical or not, and how will they decide? Is there any guiding
framework, which can guide young researchers to ensure ethical practice? To address these
concerns, Dhir (2015) developed his/her own ethical framework named DCFW (Design, Contact,
Friendly and Welfare) (see Section 2.3).
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Farrell’s Framework is a popular ethical model among scholars engaged in research
involving children. Farrell proposed three principles, which govern the ethical decision-making
when research involves children (Farrell, 2005), namely Justice (avoiding any possible harm to
participants and transfer benefit), Respect for participants (participating children must be treated
as independent and autonomous), Beneficence and Non-maleficence (distributing maximum
benefits and minimizing all possible harm to participating minors). Farrell (2005) also presented
three viewpoints, which also guide researchers who involve young children in research, design
and evaluation. These are the utilitarian view (the outcome has a higher priority than the research
process), the rights-based approach (the participating child’s rights, namely privacy, selfdetermination, safety and security, must be taken care of), and the virtue based approach (focus on
moral traits, e.g. kindness, generosity, goodness and sympathy).
Dhir (2015) examined the existing discourse concerning consent, and outlined the history
of informed consent. According to the Declaration of Helsinki 1964, a legal guardian is
responsible for providing consent in the case of special people since they are unable to provide
consent on their own (see Williams, 2008). Later the Declaration of Helsinki 1974 included
“young children” as the part of the special population (Shephard, 1976). Afterwards, the National
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research
(NCPHBBR) added a new definition of “assent” in any research involving children (see
(NCPHBBR, 1977). According to the NCPHBBR, researchers should make young children
understand the reasoning behind their participation, study objectives and research process. In
addition to this, research participation should be voluntary and young children reserve the right to
quit or withdraw at any time. Singer (2011) questioned the authority of legal guardians to provide
informed consent. The author was of the opinion that guardians might give permission based on
the altruistic motivations for helping the researchers. Furthermore, some guardians do not even
look into how the proposed study would benefit their child or if the proposed study poses any kind
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of threat to their child’s well-being. In contrast, Wendler (2010) emphasized that by making
contributions to research, children’s self-esteem and satisfaction are enhanced.
Every country and their respective systems have their own ethical procedures (Faisal &
Alsumait, 2011; Dhir & Al-kahtani, 2013). For example in Finland, any research involving
participants below 18 years requires approval from the respective municipality of the city where
the research will be conducted. Additionally, if the proposed research involves schools, then
different education departments have separate application requirements. The approval process
could take up to six weeks and application-related documents should be in the local language (i.e.,
Finnish or Swedish). This process also holds true in the case of Middle Eastern countries
(Faisal & Alsumait, 2011). However, Dhir and Al-kahtani (2013) observed that while the
availability of ethical guidelines and procedures is common in developed countries, the situation is
different for many developing countries including India. Similarly, in the present dissertation, the
doctoral student observed that he was not able to locate any material related to ethical issues,
considerations and practices specific to the Indian context. Therefore, the doctoral student faced
two main challenges in ensuring the recommended ethical guidelines and principles. First, all the
research work of this dissertation was carried out at Aalto University, Finland, which does not
have an Institutional Review Board (IRB); hence, IRB approval was not obtained. Second, the
doctoral student did not find any established or published ethics framework from India governing
minors’ research participation. To address these concerns, the present dissertation utilized the
research ethics framework developed by Dhir (2015) entitled DCFW (Design, Contact, Friendly
and Welfare) (see Section 2.3). The author of the DCFW framework argued that since most of the
existing literature on research ethics and governing frameworks is available in the context of
Western and East Asian countries, there is a need to develop a new framework, which exclusively
addresses the current situation of Indian schools and customs. Therefore, Dhir (2015) developed
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DCFW based on the existing discourse in research ethics and available ethical frameworks on
ethical practices in research involving minors.
2.3. Our Framework governing Research Ethics
This dissertation utilized a four-stage framework entitled DCFW (Design, Contact,
Friendly and Welfare) by Dhir (2015) for ensuring and governing research ethics related to
important decisions (see Figure 2.1). The first stage of this framework is referred to as the
“Study design”. According to Dhir (2015), researchers who are interested in engaging young
children in research, design and evaluation must observe various ethical issues and guidelines
before designing the actual study. The various ethical decisions at this stage can be taken based
on the three important principles of Farrell’s framework (Farrell, 2005), namely justice, respect
for participants, beneficence and non-maleficence. According to Dhir (2015), researchers must
take various steps to ensure the safety of the participants when framing the research design, e.g.
preparing the survey instrument or planning data-collection. These steps could include locating
possible risk factors and finding different ways to reduce that possible risk or harm to the study
participants. Similarly, as per Dhir’s (2015) recommendation, in the present dissertation no
personal identifiable information except age and gender was collected from the research
participants. Participation was kept open for every student who belonged to the target group of
adolescents so that everyone received equal chances of participation. The study participation
was kept anonymous, voluntary (participants could withdraw their participation at any stage
during the study) and confidential. This is consistent with the autonomy, self-determination and
privacy rights of the participants (Riener & Jeon, 2012; McMillan, Morrison & Chalmers,
2013; Bird, Byass, Kahn, Mee & Fottrell, 2013; Davies, 2013; Felt, Reeder, Almuhimedi &
Consolvo, 2014; Punchoojit & Hongwarittorrn, 2015). Due to this, students were also
instructed not to write any identifiable personal information such as email address, mobile
number or student identification code on the answer sheets. The study participants were clearly
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informed about the study objectives, research questions, related process and anticipated
benefits of the proposed research. In addition to this, various ethical guidelines governing their
participation were also discussed with them. The participants were clearly instructed that if
someone did wish to withdraw his or her participation then there would be no negative
consequences. As recommended by Dhir (2015), the entire process of survey design, data
collection and later processing were designed and planned in such a manner that it was nearly
impossible for the involved researchers (including the doctoral student) to associate the
research findings with a specific participant. The study protocol governing the survey design
and data collection were cross-checked by two Professors and school teachers so as to ensure
that the study participants were not at risk in any way.
The second stage of the framework focused on contacting schools: According to Dhir
(2015), this is usually the first point of contact with the recruitment of the target user group and
the invited schools. Therefore, it is important for researchers to provide sufficient information
to the invited schools concerning the study aims, objectives, research process, anticipated
results and benefits and other related practicalities. Dhir (2015) described that the researcher
must stress providing proposed research related information in a “lucid, clear and transparent”
fashion. Dhir (2015) also cautioned that researchers’ inability to provide all this crucial
information is likely to result in the school’s refusal to participate in the proposed research.
Therefore, the doctoral student undertook various steps for establishing trust with the invited
schools and to build confidence and a strong symbiotic relationship. These steps included
submitting a formal request issued by the supervising Professor to the invited schools for
participating in the proposed research, explaining study-related details via a formal request
letter as well as face-to-face meetings, providing extensive information about how the proposed
research is school friendly and how participating students are not at risk in any way (e.g.,
informing about various ethical norms and guidelines practiced before and after the data
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collection), submitting a copy of the actual survey, and obtaining pre-approval from the schools
before conducting the actual study.
Third, school friendly research: Dhir (2015) argued that it is one of the most important
aspects of any research involving schools; therefore, researchers should try to ensure that
research participation only leads to minimum disruption of the normal school functioning.
Similarly, Read (2015) also emphasized that developing relationships with schools takes time,
and researchers must invest time in ensuring that their research work does not “get in the way”
of the school curriculum and schedule. In this context, Dhir (2015) raised several questions that
could potentially act as a guiding source for researchers engaged in research involving schools.
Dhir (2015) prepared these questions based on several face-to-face discussions with school
principals, administrators, teachers and educational specialists and counselors. These questions
were: What is the overall impact of the proposed research on the participating schools and
students? How could the proposed research be more meaningful for the participants? What kind
of anticipated disruptions might the proposed research cause? How can one avoid or at least
minimize the anticipated disruptions to the school’s normal functioning? Is the proposed
research really school friendly? Can this proposed research address some of the vision and
goals of the school’s curriculum? Do external researchers challenge the authority of the school
or its teachers? How can we make the proposed research more meaningful for participants as
well as schools? Is there any positive impact of this proposed research? What sort of message
does the proposed research give to the participants? In addition to this, Dhir (2015)
recommended that careful planning through the aforementioned questions would enable
external researchers to address the genuine concerns of these important educational institutions.
Furthermore, by taking care of these concerns, the invited schools will be more willing to
participate and contribute in the research studies. In the present dissertation, the doctoral
student followed all the recommendations by Dhir (2015) for ensuring school-friendly research.
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These include: conducting all the cross-sectional surveys during the first half of the school day
(morning sessions) since they are less intrusive and less likely to disturb the normal functioning
of the school. The practicalities concerning survey-answering sessions were sorted out well in
advance through face-to-face meetings with teachers responsible for attending surveyanswering sessions. It was important so that interested students could complete the survey
instrument in the permitted time period and thus not disturbs the tight teaching schedule of the
various schools. The face-to-face meetings were necessary for breaking the ice between the
external researcher and teachers and for building a trust-based relationship. This is essential for
ensuring that the school and the external researcher did not challenge the teachers’ autonomy or
authority.
Fourth, student welfare: Dhir (2015) emphasized that researchers must think about how
the proposed research benefits the participating schools and students compared to solely
benefiting from their research participation. Therefore, researchers must look into different
kinds of incentives (not monetary) that can be provided to the participating schools and
participants so that they feel motivated and encouraged to participate in the research. The
administrators of the participating schools informed the doctoral student that schools do not
have an active knowledge exchange program with external researchers, and mostly work in
isolation. Consequently, there is an opportunity for external researchers to provide new insights
and knowledge on technology and learning-related research to students and teachers. To
address this need, the doctoral student organized two large-scale workshop programs, namely
“Hi-Tech Student Connect (HSC)” (in 2013) and “Preparing Students for Tomorrow (PST)” (in
2014) with over 2,000 students from different participating schools. This initiative was
consistent with the recommendations of Farrell (2005), Singer (2011) and Wendler (2010).
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Figure 2.1. Our framework governing Research Ethics
These workshops were aimed at recognizing the participants’ efforts and making them
aware of why their participation was needed, how their participation would help in the
knowledge generation and transfer, and why their contribution was important for research and
development. In addition to this, the workshop content was customized as per the curriculum
needs of the participating students. The workshops consisted of a series of lectures of three to
six hours in duration, spread over three to four days. The students who attended all the
information sessions of the workshop received a certificate of participation from Aalto
University, Finland.
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2.4. Our research process
Prior CCI research has recognized that adolescents are the most complex and difficult
user group to engage and work with in any research. Adolescents are different from adults and
younger children since they have different personalities and cognitive abilities as compared to
their adult counterparts (Piaget, 1970; Leontjev, 1978). In a study, Dhir and Al-kahtani (2013)
listed different challenges faced by researchers while conducting research with adolescents.
First, the rigid school structure is one of the biggest hurdles in approaching adolescents (Read
et al., 2011). The school schedule and curriculum are designed in a way that leaves very little
space for other activities. Teachers are thus less willing to participate in additional activities
from which they do not foresee any immediate benefits. Second, adolescents are challenging to
work with as compared to older populations (Mazzone, Read, & Beale, 2008; Read et al.,
2011). Additionally, they are quite secretive by nature (Read et al., 2011). Therefore, it is
difficult for adult researchers to motivate and encourage adolescents to represent their true self
and opinion. Third, the school management and education departments might require
cumbersome and tedious ethical approvals, which might make the research project unrealistic
and uncertain. Similarly, prior CCI literature has observed that traditional research methods
should not be applied to adolescents. In a study by M. Isomursu, P. Isomursu and Still (2002),
it was observed that during the interviews, adolescents did not feel comfortable about
disclosing their opinions due to shyness in front of adult researchers. Read et al. (2011) noticed
that adolescents face difficulties understanding the terminology used by adult researchers.
Similarly, the organization of an online survey study with EU adolescents was found to be
difficult, so the researchers had to switch to face-to-face discussions for data collection
(O’Neill, Livingstone, & McLaughlin, 2011).
In order to address the different challenges listed by the prior CCI research, various
counter-measures were specially taken in the present dissertation. In this sub-section, these
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different initiatives for engaging adolescents in cross-sectional research are presented and
discussed in the form of a multi-stage research process. This process consists of a total of eight
stages (see Figure 2.2). First, a list of private schools was randomly drawn from an online
directory and they were invited to participate in the proposed research. The doctoral student
informed the invited schools of the research aims, objectives, target user group, anticipated
process and benefits and various related practicalities. Usually after sending the invitation and
informing the school of the proposed research, the doctoral student was invited by some of
those schools for a face-to-face discussion. These discussions were normally presided over by
the school principal or administrator along with one or more teachers, and various details
concerning the proposed research were again provided. During this discussion, approval for
conducting the proposed research was also sought from the schools and if it was granted then
the different practicalities related to conducting the study were finalized. The practicalities
include advertising the proposed study to the target user group, and allocation of specific
classrooms and time-slots for the interested students to participate. At this stage, not all invited
schools accepted our request to participate in the study. However, there were no differences
between those schools who accepted and those who declined the invitation to participate. The
common reasons for refusing to participate included the hectic schedule for school teaching,
research not aligned with the objectives of the extra-curricular activities, and students being
overloaded with learning assignments and other planned activities. After receiving the approval
to participate, usually a short pilot study was organized with 10-25 students representing the
target user group. The pilot study was considered as an excellent opportunity for the
researchers to ascertain the face validity of the measurement items and instrument. Similarly,
Read (2015) emphasized that many research studies fail since they are not piloted with the
target children. Furthermore, adult evaluators do not pay enough attention to understanding the
vocabulary and abilities of the target participating children. During the pilot study, the
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participants are asked to determine if any of the measurement items were confusing, difficult to
comprehend or if they were irrelevant to the target user group. Usually, the pilot studies were
followed up with a short informal interview in order to examine the face validity of the
instrument. Based on the pilot study, the actual survey instrument was revised and updated.
Afterwards, the actual study was advertised again among the target user group through school
teachers, notice boards and morning announcements. At this point, the participating schools
specifically allocated one or more time-slots so that all interested students would receive an
equal chance to participate in the study. This stage took place during October to November
2012.
Second, interested students were gathered in the allotted classrooms and were informed
again of the study objectives, the research questions, the process and the anticipated benefits of
their participation. The survey answering sessions were managed and administered by the
doctoral student along with one or more school teachers inside those classrooms. Markopoulos
et al. (2008) emphasized the presence of school teachers in evaluation sessions with young
children that are organized by external researchers. The presence of a teacher acts as a deterrent
against possible child abuse, and thus is important for the children’s safety and well-being.
Similarly, Dhir (2015) observed that the presence of a teacher in the evaluation sessions could
help in arranging students and in managing related logistics. This stage took place during
November 2012.
Third, the qualitative essay based study was performed with 67 and 74 adolescent
Indian and Pakistani photo-taggers in December 2012 and April 2013 respectively. During this
phase, the cross-sectional survey with 380 adolescent Facebook users was also conducted in
January 2013 (see Study IV). Fourth, the data analysis of the combined qualitative data was
performed using affinity diagramming in June 2013. Fifth, the process followed in Stages I & II
was repeated again during November 2013.
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Sixth, during November-December 2013, awareness workshops entitled “Hi-Tech
Student Connect (HSC) 2013” were organized with over 2,000 adolescent students from over
twelve junior and senior high schools in India. This workshop content was customized
according to the wishes of the participating schools, e.g. the workshops addressed a variety of
topics including Internet addiction, use of social media for educational purposes, negative
implications of Internet & Mobile phone use among students, and risky online behavior among
adolescents. The purpose of these workshops was to engage the target user group, impart the
latest research findings and related knowledge, answer their queries concerning use of various
media technologies, and more importantly build trust and make them aware of how important
they were for the research studies. During this stage, Survey I was conducted with adolescent
photo-taggers in December 2013 (see Studies I, III, & V).
Seventh, during December 2014, awareness workshops entitled “Preparing Students for
Tomorrow (PST)” were organized again with over 2,000 adolescent students from over fifteen
junior and senior high schools in India. These workshops were designed to serve similar
objectives as those of the 2013 workshops (see Stage VI). The workshops mainly addressed a
variety of topics including Internet addiction, WhatsApp and Facebook addiction among teens,
and the negative implications of excessive Internet and social media use. At this stage, Surveys
II & III were conducted with adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers in December 2014 January 2015 (see Studies I, II, & V).
Eighth, two cross-sectional studies were conducted with Namibian adolescents and
young-adults in July 2015 (see Study II).
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Figure 2.2. An overview of our research process
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3. AN OVERVIEW OF THE ORIGINAL ARTICLES
The main objective of this dissertation is to understand the online self-presentation behavior of
adolescents by explaining the reasons for tagging and untagging in social media platforms. This
dissertation consists of five empirical articles that focus on the online self-presentation of
adolescents and young adults, which is considered as an important reason why young people go
online (see Figure 3.1). Study I investigated the uses and gratifications (U&G) for tagging
photographs on Facebook. A new instrument for examining photo-tagging U&G was developed
and validated using three different cross-sectional studies. Study II examined the cross-cultural
validity and reliability of the photo-tagging U&G instrument with Namibian adolescents and
young adults using two different cross-sectional studies. Study III examined the age and gender
differences in the photo-tagging U&G of adolescents and young adults. Study IV examined the
differences in demographics, digital accessibility, online regret experience and digital photo
management related attributes among those adolescents who do and do not untag photos on
Facebook. Study V investigated the different reasons why adolescents avoid photo-tagging use.
To understand those reasons, a new psychometric instrument was developed and validated using
three different cross-sectional studies. In this chapter of the dissertation, a brief overview of all
five empirical articles covering the study aims, participants and process, measures, analysis,
results and discussion, is presented and discussed.
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Figure 3.1. An overview of the five empirical studies
3.1. STUDY I
3.1.1.

Aims

The aim of this study was to understand the different U&G of Facebook photo-tagging among
adolescents and young-adults. For this purpose, a valid and reliable 35-item instrument for
examining photo-tagging U&G was developed. The study examined the stability of the factorial
structure, validity and reliability across time, and whether the developed instrument is valid and
reliable for young adults. Furthermore, the study examined similarities and differences between
the photo-tagging U&G and gratifications of other Facebook features suggested by the prior
literature. The photo-tagging U&G instrument offers nine gratifications, namely Likes and
comments (LC), Social influence (SI), Peer pressure (PP), Gains popularity (GP), Entertainment
(ET), Feels good (FG), Social sharing (SS), Affection (AF), and Convenience (CV). This
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instrument was later utilized in Study II for examining its cross-cultural validity, and in Study III
for examining age and gender differences in the photo-tagging U&G.

3.1.2.

Participants and procedure

This study consisted of an open-ended essay and three different cross-sectional surveys. All four
studies are discussed and presented below. The gender distribution in the cross-sectional surveys
was skewed since more participants were male than female. However, according to a relatively
recent study, it was observed that more males are more likely to engage in photo-tagging than
females in India (see Pesce, Casas, Rauber, & Almeida, 2012).
Open-ended Essay
An open-ended essay was designed to investigate and understand the potential photo-tagging
U&G among adolescents (aged 12 to 18 years). Open-ended essays are part of the qualitative
research methodology and are popular among researchers engaged in adolescent research
(Bradding & Hortsman, 1999; Ronen, Rosenbaum, Law, & Streiner, 2001). A total of 67 and 74
adolescent photo-taggers from India (male = 32, female = 53) and Pakistan (male = 58, female =
16) completed the open-ended essays in November 2012 and April 2013 respectively. The study
participants from India and Pakistan had an average age of 14.54 ± 1.12 years and 15.41 ± 1.13
years, respectively.
Survey I
A cross-sectional survey was administered at six junior and senior high schools from northwestern India. A total of ten schools were first randomly chosen from an online directory,
contacted and were informed about the aims and objectives of the study, research questions,
related research process and anticipated benefits of this study. The chosen schools are private
schools where English is used as the language of instruction and which cater to students from
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low to upper middle-income families. A total of six schools from the pool agreed to participate,
and there was no difference between schools that agreed and those that declined to participate in
this research. On our instruction, school administrators of each of the six participating schools
advertised the study purpose, the main research objectives and the expected outcomes one week
before the actual study. All participating schools allocated specific time-slots and classrooms for
those students who were interested in participating in this study. The doctoral student along with
one or more school teachers administered and managed the survey answering sessions. The
doctoral student placed special emphasis on the research ethics in the survey design as well as
during the survey answering sessions. These initiatives include the following: 1) permission to
conduct the study from the administrators of the participating schools and study participants was
obtained, 2) study participation was kept voluntary, confidential and anonymous, and 3) all
participants received equal chances of participation in the study. A total of 800 adolescent (aged
12 to 18 years) Facebook photo-taggers answered a pen-and-paper survey inside the classrooms
and evaluated a 58-item pool representing different photo-tagging U&G. The study sample was
constituted of 65.5% (N = 511) male and 34.5% (N = 269) female participants with an average
age of 14.54 ± 1.09 years.
Survey II
One year later, the second cross-sectional survey was administered to 313 adolescent (12 to 17
years) Facebook photo-taggers who answered the 35-item instrument in the allotted classrooms.
The study participants were recruited from four junior and senior high schools that also
participated in Survey I. The participant recruitment, research set-up and related process were
exactly the same as those in Survey I. The main objective of the second survey was to confirm
the stability, validity and reliability of the 35-item photo-tagging U&G instrument over time. A
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total of 69.6% (N = 218) of the sample was male and 30.4% (N = 95) was female, with an
average age of 14.32 ± .84 years
Survey III
The third cross-sectional survey was administered to 186 young adult Facebook photo-taggers
(aged 18 to 27 years) from two large Indian universities. The main objectives of this study were
to investigate if young-adult photo-taggers seek similar photo-tagging U&G to adolescent phototaggers, and if the developed 35-item instrument possesses sufficient validity and reliability with
another age group of photo-taggers. Young adults are different from adolescents in terms of their
access to the Internet and mobile telephones, e.g. young adults tend to have free Wi-Fi access
and possess greater autonomy in their access to smartphones and the Internet compared to
adolescents. A total of 68.8% (N = 128) were male and 30.6% (N = 57) were female phototaggers, with an average age of 19.77 ± 1.33 years.
3.1.3.

Measures

Photo-Tagging U&G Instrument
The process of development was influenced by the literature on psychometrics and scale
development (e.g., DeVellis, 2003; Furr & Bacharach, 2008). A multi-method approach coined
by McMillan and Hwang (2002) was practiced for understanding the different U&G of the
Facebook photo-tagging activity and developing a comprehensive U&G instrument. The multistage process for the development of the photo-tagging U&G measure is presented in Figure 3.2.
The first stage consisted of an open-ended essay, which was written by photo-taggers
from India and Pakistan. The participants were instructed to answer questions such as: Do you
consider photo-tagging as useful? What do you like and dislike about the photo-tagging activity
on Facebook? In which kind of photos do you “like to get tagged” and you “never want to get
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tagged by others”? The collected qualitative data in the form of the essays were analyzed using
affinity diagramming, a technique based on grounded theory (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998). In this
method, first the two researchers used post-it notes to record the observations of the open-ended
essays. Afterwards, the researchers read aloud one observation at a time using the printed post-its
and sought commonalities through them. The commonalities are defined as the unit of
information or themes (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998), which were clustered together into categories
using the prior U&G research as a lens. The process of clustering was repeated until all of the
data were consolidated into various themes that actually described the U&G behind phototagging use. The main advantage of affinity diagramming is that it enables researchers to explore
and delve into several ideas at a time with ease. Furthermore, it helps researchers to consolidate
the raw data in a meaningful manner without imposing their choices on participants’
contributions, e.g. not guessing the categories in advance (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998). However,
affinity diagramming is criticized since the whole process can be lengthy and time-consuming. A
total of 13 themes were revealed through the commonalities, which represented different phototagging U&G. These themes were Like and comment (receive more likes, receive more
comments), Peer pressure (because everyone does it, my friends do it), Social influence (showoff, appear cool), Entertainment (cool, fun, leisure), Gain popularity (get popularity, gain
attention), Feel good (feel nice, feel good), Convenience (compared to email, Bluetooth),
Affection (care for others, remembering shared time), Social sharing (sharing information with
others, happy moments, own interests with others), Escape (pass time, put off something),
Connecting (advertise something, express ideas), Exposure (inform others, no one misses that
tagged photo) and Usefulness (understanding others, better knowing friends). The text in the
parentheses represents the exact keywords from the open-ended essays. The main benefit of this
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process is that the pool of items actually represents the users’ own words, thus they are likely to
carry the shared meaning of any typical target group (Joinson, 2008). These 13 themes
contributed a 58-item pool representing different photo-tagging U&G.
Afterwards this pool of 58 items was tested with an expert group of researchers, school
teachers and university professors as suggested by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2002).
Different meetings were organized with an expert panel in which they were instructed to evaluate
if the pool represents the possible U&G among the target population. The expert team has
experience either in media U&G studies or they understand the use of different types of media
technologies by Indian adolescents. This stage resulted in the re-wording of a few items, but
none of the items from the pool were deleted. Later, the pool of 58 items was pilot tested with 24
adolescent photo-taggers made up of 14 males and 10 females. In the pilot study, participants
were asked to determine if any of the items were difficult to comprehend, or if they were
confusing or irrelevant to them. This was important for ensuring the face validity of the proposed
instrument. A few items were reworded to address the needs of the adolescent photo-taggers.
However, none of the survey items were deleted. For example, the Peer pressure item “I perform
photo-tagging because of my social circle” was reworded as “I perform photo-tagging because
my friends do it” so that it was clearer and more easily understood. Afterwards, the 58-item pool
was evaluated by 800 adolescent photo-taggers using a five-point response scale where “strongly
disagree = 1” and “strongly agree = 5”. The examination of exploratory and confirmatory factor
analysis resulted in the development of the 35-item photo-tagging U&G instrument which was
re-evaluated using Surveys II & III. The instrument consisted of nine dimensions representing
photo-tagging U&G: Likes and comments (LC), Social influence (SI), Peer pressure (PP), Gains
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popularity (GP), Entertainment (ET), Feels good (FG), Social sharing (SS), Affection (AF), and
Convenience (CV).

Figure 3.2. Development of the Photo-Tagging U&G Instrument
3.1.4.

Analyses

The data-sets from the three cross-sectional surveys I, II & III were found to be normally
distributed since the skewness and kurtosis for the survey items were in the acceptable range of
±1 (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998; Byrne, 2001; George & Mallery, 2003). The
Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) test was found to be significant and therefore missing
data were imputed using the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm of SPSS 22.0. The Z-score for
all the survey items was calculated in order to find any possible outliers. Surveys II & III were
found to be free from any potential outliers (Z-scores < 3.29), while 20 use cases of Study II
were deleted due to the presence of outliers (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Therefore, the final
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sample sizes for the three surveys were 780, 313 and 186 respectively. A two-step approach
recommended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) was practiced for the development of the phototagging U&G instrument. Since there was no a priori factorial structure for the proposed U&G
instrument, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first performed and later the obtained factorial
structure was confirmed using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Survey I’s usable data of 780
were randomly split into two equal halves using the “split data” function of SPSS 22.0. Data-set
A1 (n = 393) was utilized for EFA, while data-set A2 (n = 387) was used for CFA. The complete
data (N = 780) were used to perform second-order CFA (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Malhotra,
2005; Wu et al., 2012). Later, different types of instrument validity and reliability were examined
to validate the 35-item instrument. In order to investigate the stability of the factorial structure
over time, the Survey II data were utilized. Similarly, for investigating if the 35-item instrument
is applicable for young-adult photo-taggers, the Survey III data were utilized. In both cases, a
nine-factor solution was examined using first- and second-order CFA along with the examination
of different types of instrument validity and reliability.
3.1.5.

Results

The sample A1 was found to be fit for performing EFA since the Bartlett’s statistic test (Bartlett,
1954) was significant (χ2 = 8354.07, df = 595, p < .01) and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test
(Kaiser, 1970) returned an excellent value (0.90) suggesting the sampling adequacy. The EFA
was performed using the maximization likelihood (ML) method and “Varimax” as the rotation
algorithm. The minimum threshold for the factor loadings was 0.40 (see Chin, 1998; Hair et al.,
1998) and factor loadings below this limit were deleted one at a time. The process was repeated
until a stable set of items was obtained. The EFA concluded to a nine-factor solution where
Eigenvalue > 1.0 (also known as the Kaiser Criterion) (Bantz, 1982) and which explained
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71.34% of the total variance in the photo-tagging U&G. Later the obtained nine-factor model
was confirmed using Sample A2. Model A (χ2/df = 2.61, comparative fit index (CFI) = .89,
Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI)=. 87, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .065)
returned a satisfactory fit, while Model B (χ2/df = .94, CFI = .94, TLI =. 93, RMSEA = .049)
showed a good model fit according to the recommended cutoff values (see Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Byrne, 2001). Similarly, the second-order CFA revealed that nine photo-tagging U&G can be
represented by a single second-order latent variable named “Photo-tagging U&G” since it
returned a good model fit (χ2/df =2.95, CFI =. 93, TLI =. 93, RMSEA =. 05). Later, it was found
that the 35-item instrument possessed sufficient face, discriminant, convergent and factorial
validity in addition to construct, internal and composite reliability.
For examining the stability of the factorial structure, the CFA of the Survey II data-set
revealed a mediocre fit for Model A (χ2/df = 2.57, CFI=. 89, TLI=. 88, RMSEA=. 07) and a
good fit for Model B (χ2/df = 2.20, CFI = .92, TLI = .91, RMSEA=. 06). The second-order CFA
also returned an acceptable model fit (χ2/df = 2.24, CFI=. 91, TLI =. 91, RMSEA=. 06). Survey II
also suggested sufficient instrument validity and reliability. This shows that the 35-item
instrument possessed a stable factorial structure.
Similarly, for examining the applicability of the 35-item instrument for young-adult
photo-taggers, the CFA of Survey III revealed a mediocre fit (χ2/df = 2.29, CFI = .88, TLI = .86,
RMSEA = .08) for Model A and an acceptable fit for Model B (χ2/df = 2.04, CFI = .91, TLI =
.89, RMSEA = .075). A total of four items were deleted due to poor factor loading, but the
factorial structure was similar to that of Surveys I & II. The second-order CFA suggested an
acceptable model fit (χ2/df =2.13, CFI = .90, TLI = .88, RMSEA = .078). Similar to Survey II, the
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31-item instrument possesses sufficient instrument validity and reliability. This shows that the
31-item instrument was applicable for young-adult photo-taggers.
3.1.6.

Discussion

The present study developed a 35-item instrument for examining photo-tagging U&G among
adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers. The developed instrument offers nine photo-tagging
U&G, namely likes and comments, social influence, peer pressure, gains popularity,
entertainment, feels good, social sharing, affection, and convenience. The cross-sectional data
from three consecutive surveys were utilized to develop and validate this 35-item instrument.
The developed photo-tagging U&G instrument showed a stable nine dimensional structure over
time and excellent instrument validity and reliability across the three study samples. The
developed instrument and the study results offer important understanding of the different reasons
and motives behind the increasing popularity of photo-tagging. Furthermore, the study offers
new knowledge pertaining to the unique structure and pattern of the photo-tagging U&G, which
can also enhance our existing understanding of the U&G of the new media use. The study results
also suggest that both adolescents and young adults tend to seek similar photo-tagging U&G.
Therefore, the results suggest that although adolescents might have different needs that they seek
through media use compared to young adults, they still tend to gratify similar needs in the
context of the photo-tagging activity. The study results are useful for different stakeholders
including scholars engaged in research involving computer-mediated environments, new media
and human-computer interaction. In addition to this, the developed instrument can serve as a
foundation for upcoming investigations involving examination of U&G of specific features of
Facebook and new media.
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3.2. STUDY II
3.2.1. Aims
The main aim of this study was to examine the cross-cultural validity of the 35-item phototagging U&G instrument developed in Study I with Namibian adolescent (13 to 19 years) and
young-adult (20 to 24 years) photo-taggers. This study addresses the fundamental limitation of
Study I, namely that it lacks generalizability due to missing cross-cultural validity since it was
originally developed with photo-taggers from India and Pakistan. The study examined the
stability of the factorial structure, and the validity and reliability of the original instrument in a
cross-cultural context. Furthermore, it investigated the question, if all measures of the original
instrument are not valid in the case of Namibian photo-taggers, then how do the empirical data
from Study I respond to the shorter instrument?
3.2.2. Participants and procedure
The study was comprised of two different cross-sectional surveys, Study A (N = 363) with
adolescent photo-taggers and Study B (N = 400) with young-adult Namibian photo-taggers. The
Institutional Review Board at the Polytechnic of Namibia (now renamed Namibia University of
Science and Technology) approved the study instrument, participant recruitment and the process
governing collection. Furthermore, the necessary ethical clearances and approval were also
obtained from the Ministry of Education, Namibia as well as the respective administrators from
the participating schools. In Namibia, English is the official language, and many Namibian
people understand and speak English (Government of Namibia, 2015). In addition to this,
English is the language of instruction in Namibian schools (Peters et al., 2015). Due to this
reason, pen-and-paper surveys were administered in English in the present study. Study II
closely followed the data collection strategies and the related research process of Study I. For
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example, similar to Study I, photo-taggers from urban settings who were from lower to upper
middle-income families were recruited for this study.
Study A
Two private junior and senior high schools were randomly chosen from an online directory and
were invited to participate in the study. The schools were located in the capital of Namibia, the
city of Windhoek. The invited schools were clearly informed about the research process, study
objectives and main research questions by organizing meetings with teachers and/or school
administrators. After receiving approval, the study was advertised among the target user group.
Interested students were invited to participate in the survey and all students received equal
chances of participation. The actual pen-and-paper survey was supervised and managed by the
researchers from the Polytechnic of Namibia inside the specially allocated classrooms. Similar to
Study I, participation in the study was kept voluntary, confidential and anonymous since no
personal information except age and gender was collected from the study participants. A total of
363 adolescents (aged 13 to 19 years) completed the survey; they had an average age of 17.16 ±
1.65 years, and 38.3% (N = 139) of the participants were male and 61.7% (N = 224) were
female.
Study B
The study participants were recruited from the Polytechnic of Namibia. First approval to conduct
the study with the students from the University was obtained from the concerned officials.
Afterwards, the study was advertised on the university noticeboards, via lecturing staff and
directly in the student classrooms. Researchers from the Polytechnic of Namibia organized the
pen-and-paper study inside the classrooms. A total of 400 young-adult photo-taggers (aged 20 to
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24 years) completed the survey; they had an average age of 21.19 ± .94 years where 33.5 % (N =
134) were male and 66.5% (N = 266) were female.
Study C
The three cross-sectional surveys from Study I were utilized in order to examine the stability,
validity and reliability of the shorter photo-tagging U&G instrument in the case of all nine phototagging U&G not being valid for the Namibian photo-taggers. The three surveys were renamed
as C1 (N = 780), C2 (N= 313) and C3 (N = 186) (see Study I).
3.2.3. Measures
This study utilized the original 35-item instrument representing nine photo-tagging U&G (see
Study I).
3.2.4. Analyses
The collected data from Studies A & B were examined using SPSS 22.0. First the skewness and
kurtosis for the 35 items were found to fall within the recommended threshold limit of ± 1 (Hair
et al., 1998; Byrne, 2001; George & Mallery, 2003) which suggests that both sets of data were
normally distributed. Afterwards, Z-scores were calculated for the 35 items for investigating the
presence of outliers if any were present in the data-sets. The study by Tabachnick and Fidell
(2007) recommended that the required threshold limit for Z-score is 3.29 for confirming that data
are free from any potential outliers. This led to the deletion of five and seven user cases from
Study A and Study B, respectively. The resulting samples of 358 (Study A) and 393 (Study B)
were utilized for subsequent analysis. The missing data were imputed using the maximum
likelihood (ML) algorithm. The cross-cultural examination includes confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA), second-order CFA, instrument validity and reliability. Since an a priori factorial
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structure already existed for the 35-item photo-tagging instrument, exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) was not performed.
3.2.5. Results
The CFA was performed using Model X (without any constraints) and Model Y (with
constraints) for examining the cross-cultural validity of the 35-item photo-tagging U&G
instrument. Prior psychometric literature suggests that researchers must examine the model fit
for two different models in order to handle the high modification index (MI) between certain
item pairs where high MI reflects overlapping content (see Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1999;
Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). The recommended cut-off scores for good model fit are: X2/df < 3,
CFI ≥ .92, TLI ≥ .92RMSEA ≤ .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Byrne, 2001). Model X suggested a
poor fit (X2 = 2123.64, df = 491, X2 /df = 4.33, TLI = .79, CFI = .81, RMSEA = .10) where several
of the standardized factor loadings and corresponding squared multiple correlations were below
the recommended threshold values of .70 and .50, respectively. Furthermore, it was observed that
some of the photo-tagging measures did not satisfy the conditions of convergent and
discriminant validity. Therefore, the problematic items were deleted one at a time until a stable
set of items was obtained. This process resulted in the deletion of a total of 12 items, and Model
Y (with 23-items) indicated an acceptable model fit (X2= 581.13, df = 194, X2 /df = 3.00, TLI =
.89, CFI = .92, RMSEA = .08). Later the second-order CFA using the 23-item instrument
representing nine photo-tagging U&G returned an acceptable model fit (X2 = 681.83, df = 221,
X2/df = 3.09, CFI = .90, TLI = .89, RMSEA = .08). This suggests that the 23-item instrument with
nine photo-tagging U&G is represented by a second-order construct entitled “Photo-tagging
U&G”.
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The same process was repeated with Study B. The Model X suggested poor model fit (X2=
2546.31, df = 491, X2/df = 5.19, TLI = .78, CFI = .81, RMSEA = .10) but Model X with 23 items
indicated an acceptable model fit (X2 = 682.14, df = 194, X2/df = 3.52, TLI = .89, CFI = .92,
RMSEA = .08). The second-order CFA also confirmed that the 23-item instrument is represented
by “Photo-tagging U&G”, a second-order construct (X2= 834.70, df = 220, X2 /df = 3.79, CFI =
.90, TLI = .88, RMSEA = .08). The 23-item instrument returned an excellent model fit with Study
C1 (461.24, df = 193, X2 /df = 2.39, TLI = .96, CFI = .97, RMSEA = .04) and Study C2 (X2 =
390.02, df = 194, X2/df = 2.01, TLI = .94, CFI = .95, RMSEA = .06) but it was acceptable with
Study C3 (X 2 = 484.86, df = 194, X 2 / df = 2.50, TLI = .87, CFI = .90, RMSEA = .09). The
complete process for the cross-cultural validation of the photo-tagging U&G instrument is
presented in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Cross-cultural validation of the Photo-Tagging U&G Instrument
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3.2.6. Discussion
This study has examined the cross-cultural validity of the 35-item photo-tagging U&G
instrument with 358 adolescent and 393 young-adult Facebook photo-taggers from Namibia. The
original instrument offers nine photo-tagging U&G, namely likes and comments, social
influence, peer pressure, gains popularity, entertainment, feels good, social sharing, affection,
and convenience. The study is important since it examined the U&G of a specific type of
Facebook use among a little studied cultural group, i.e. African Facebook users from Namibia.
Furthermore, it enables us to obtain a complete picture of how media users from different
cultures gratify their needs from the same computer-mediated platform. The study has shown
that the original 35-item instrument was not applicable as a whole, but rather its 23-item variant
has a stable factorial structure, and possesses very good validity and reliability in the context of
Namibian photo-taggers. In addition to this, the shorter instrument of 23 items possesses an
excellent model fit, a stable structure, and excellent instrument validity and reliability with
adolescent photo-taggers from India. The 23-item instrument also possesses an acceptable model
fit and very good instrument validity and reliability in the context of adult photo-taggers.
Overall, the study results show that the nine-factor photo-tagging U&G model is also valid in
cross-cultural settings. In addition, it implies that Indian and Namibian photo-taggers seek
similar U&G from photo-tagging use.
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3.3. STUDY III
3.3.1. Aims
The main aim of this study was to examine the age and gender differences in the photo-tagging
U&G sought by adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers. Furthermore, the study investigated
how the photo-tagging U&G sought by adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers differ in terms
of age and gender. The study also addressed whether photo-tagging U&G among adolescents
change over time and the effect of different interactions in age, gender and effect of time on the
sought photo-tagging U&G.
3.3.2. Participants and procedure
This study was comprised of three different cross-sectional surveys.
Study I
The study participants and procedure for Survey I was the same as in Study I.
Study II
The study participants and procedure for Survey II was the same as in Study I.
Study III
The study participants and procedure for Survey III was the same as in Study I.
3.3.3. Measures
A 35-item instrument examining photo-tagging U&G was utilized. The instrument was
developed and validated in Study I and it represents nine photo-tagging U&G, namely Likes and
Comments (LC), Social Influence (SI), Peer Pressure (PP), Gain Popularity (GP), Entertainment
(ET), Feel Good (FG), Social Sharing (SS), Affection (AF) and Convenience (CV). The study
participants answered the instrument using a five-point response scale ranging from “strongly
disagree” to “strongly agree”.
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3.3.4. Analyses
The present study utilized a variety of different methods for the data analyses including the
examination of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) using Wilks’ lambda (Λ) and
partial eta square (η2) for examining the age and gender differences in the overall photo-tagging
U&G. Similarly, univariate test analysis of variance (ANOVA) using F-value, significance level
and partial η2 were undertaken to examine the age and gender differences in each of the nine
photo-tagging U&G. The strength of any significant difference was examined using mean
difference (D), confidence interval (CI), t-test, Cohen’s (d) and effect size (r). In addition to this,
the Tukey post-hoc test was also undertaken to examine if there was any significant age
difference in the nine photo-tagging U&G.
3.3.5. Results
The MANOVA analysis results suggest that male adolescents are more likely to seek
“Likes and Comments” and “Gain popularity” photo-tagging U&G. However, gender differences
were absent in the remaining photo-tagging U&G. Similarly, the study results revealed the
absence of any significant age differences in the sought U&G by adolescent photo-taggers.
Regarding the question of whether the sought photo-tagging U&G by adolescents change over
time, the study results indicate that six U&G, namely social influence, entertainment, feel good,
social sharing, affection and convenience, decreased over time. However, three U&G, namely
likes and comment, peer pressure and gain popularity, did not witness any change over time.
As for the issue of age and gender differences in the sought photo-tagging U&G between
adolescent and young adult photo-taggers, the study revealed the absence of significant gender
differences between adolescent and young adult photo-taggers. In comparison, MANOVA
revealed statistically significant age differences in the tendency to seek photo-tagging U&G. The
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univariate tests suggest that adolescents and young-adult photo-taggers only differed in the
“Likes and comments” and “Social sharing” photo-tagging U&G. However, the examination of
the Tukey post-hoc test suggests that no systematic age differences were visible in those two
photo-tagging U&G. Similarly, for the interaction between age and gender variables, MANOVA
as well as univariate ANOVA revealed the absence of any significant effect on the nine phototagging U&G.
As for the issue of whether photo-tagging U&G among adolescents differ with the
interaction between age and effect of time, gender and effect of time, and interaction between
age, gender and effect of time, there were mixed findings. The two-way interaction between age
and effect of time was significant according to the MANOVA test, but the univariate tests
revealed that effect of interaction was significant only on “Likes and Comments”,
“Entertainment”, and “Social Sharing”. Similarly, for the issue of gender and effect of time, the
MANOVA test suggested that it was statistically significant, but the univariate tests found a
statistically significant effect only on “Likes and Comments,” while the time plot revealed the
absence of any significant effect. Finally, for the issue of interaction between age, gender and
effect of time, the MANOVA and univariate tests revealed the absence of any significant effect
on photo-tagging U&G.
3.3.6. Discussion
The present study examined the age and gender differences among adolescent and youngadult photo-taggers through multiple cross-sectional surveys. The study results suggest that male
adolescents tend to seek higher “likes and comments” and “gain popularity” photo-tagging U&G
in comparison to females. This is consistent with the prior literature on self-presentation, for
example, Raacke and Bonds-Raacke (2008) and Tosun (2012) indicated that men create
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impressive SNS profiles to attract the opposite gender. Similarly, Haferkamp et al. (2012) found
males to be apprehensive about self-image, while Sveningsson (2007) observed that males tend
to show off their status. The study results did not find any significant gender differences in the
other seven photo-tagging U&G. Similarly, the study found an absence of any significant gender
differences between adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers, which is consistent with the
recent literature (Hum et al., 2011; Fox & Warber, 2013; Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014).
The study results regarding age differences in the sought photo-tagging U&G suggest that
all adolescents tend to equally gratify and engage in photo-tagging. The possible reason could be
that photo-tagging helps adolescents to build self-identity, receive approval from others and also
develop their well-being (Brown, 1999). Similarly, the results suggest that adolescent phototaggers tend to seek higher “Likes and Comments” photo-tagging U&G compared to young adult
photo-taggers. This is consistent with the staged development model for adolescents (Brown,
1999) and with Livingstone (2008), who also suggested that adolescents have a keen interest in
building self-identity. In comparison to this, the study results found that older adolescents sought
higher “Social Sharing” photo-tagging U&G compared to young adolescents. This is also
consistent with the prior literature since older adults have a higher tendency to disclose more
information than their younger counterparts (see Lenhart, 2007; Walrave & Heirman, 2011).
Regarding the change in sought photo-tagging U&G among adolescents, the results
revealed that the adolescents sought higher social influence, entertainment, feel good, social
sharing, affection and convenience gratifications in 2013 compared to later in 2014. The possible
reasons could be the decline in the popularity of the photo-tagging activity and competing
processes of media selection (Holton & Chyi, 2012).
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Overall, the study results contribute to the emerging literature examining age and gender
differences in the field of computer-mediated communication, new media and online selfpresentation. The study utilized the prior well-known theories from the developmental literature
to examine the age and gender differences in the sought photo-tagging U&G. The study results
clearly show that young people see photo-tagging as a tool for building as well as developing
online identity, peer approval and connecting with their peers.
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3.4. STUDY IV
3.4.1. Aims
The main aim of this study was to investigate the differences between adolescent Facebook users
that do and do not untag photos on Facebook. The study examined these differences in the
context of demographic attributes, digital imaging accessibility, online regret experience and
management of digital photos. In order to address different questions concerning this study, a
pen-and-paper cross-sectional survey was administered to 380 adolescent (12 to 18 years)
Facebook users.
3.4.2. Participants and procedure
A total of 380 adolescent Facebook users (aged 12 to 18 years) from northwestern India
participated in this pen-and-paper study in January 2013. The research process governing
participant recruitment and data collection is explained as follows: First, a list of schools was
randomly drawn from an online directory and the respective school administrators were
contacted. The randomly drawn list of schools represented private schools where English was the
medium of instruction and which cater to students from lower to upper middle-income groups.
The contacted schools were clearly informed of the study purpose, objectives, anticipated
benefits and the related research process. After receiving approval from the respective schools,
the study and its objectives were advertised among the target user group of adolescents via
teachers and school management. In the study advertisement, the target population was clearly
informed of the study objectives, time requirements, research process and the study venue.
Participating schools allocated specific time slots and classrooms for interested students to attend
the study. The doctoral student along with one or more school teachers administered the survey
answering sessions in the classrooms. The study participation was kept voluntary, confidential
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and anonymous, and all students received equal chances of participation. The demographic
distribution of the study participants was as follows: 44.7% (N = 170) were male and 52.4% (N =
199) were female with an average age of 14.48 ± 1.11 years.
3.4.3. Measures
Demographics
A total of four items addressed different demographic attributes, namely age (evaluated using an
open-ended question), gender (accessed using Male = 1, Female = 2), sociability (evaluated
using a five-point response scale where 1 = unsocial/introvert and 5 = very social/extrovert) and
perception of information shared online (accessed using a five-point response scale anchored 1 =
very private to 5 = very public).
Facebook Untagging
The study participants were asked to respond to questions regarding whether they had untagged
themselves in the recent past, and their different reasons behind untagging a photo. A total of
37.1% (n = 141) of adolescents agreed to having untagged themselves in the past.
Online regret experience
A total of five items evaluated adolescents’ experiences with online regret after sharing photos
online. The items were: did you ever feel regret after sharing photos online (evaluated using Yes
= 1, No = 2), the intensity of the regret experience (accessed using a five-point response scale, 1
= only a little bit, it wasn't a big deal to 5 = I deeply regret it), frequency of regret experience
(evaluated using a five point response scale: 0, 1, 2 - 5, 6 - 10 and more than 10), mood while
sharing the regret-causing photo (examined using a five-point response scale where 1 = very
negative e.g., depressed, angry, frustrated, 3 = neutral, 5 = very positive e.g., very happy, very
excited) and finally the time lapse in releasing an online regret experience (evaluated using a
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seven-point response scale: 1 = within one minute, 2 = within 10 min, 3 = within one hour, 4 =
the same day, 5 = the day after, 6 = within one week, and 7 = more than one week after).
Digital Imaging Accessibility
A total of five items evaluated the digital imaging accessibility related attributes among
adolescent Facebook users. These attributes were: total experience of taking and sharing digital
photos (examined on a four-point response scale: less than one year = 1, one to two years = 2,
two to five years = 3, more than five years = 4), time spent taking and sharing digital photos
(examined on a four-point response scale: less than one hour = 1, between one and two hours =
2, between two and four hours = 3, four hours or more = 4), and frequency of sharing photos on
Facebook (evaluated as 1 = today or yesterday, in the past week = 2, in the past month = 3, in the
past four months = 4, in the past year = 5, more than a year ago = 6).
Management of digital photos
This study measure is composed of five different aspects of the management of digital photos.
These aspects are: Online privacy management (alpha = .84) which examines the extent to which
adolescents can manage the privacy of the content they share online (e.g., hiding profile or
shared information, using different emails for the purpose of registering to a new service, editing
photos to hide information and hiding the location related information)(adapted from Besmer &
Lipford, 2010; Tang et al., 2010; Beye et al., 2012). It was evaluated on a five-point response
scale, namely never = 1, rarely = 2, sometimes = 3, often = 4, always = 5. Privacy management
skills (alpha = .79) examine the extent to which adolescents can manage the privacy of the digital
photos stored on PC or cloud storage (Besmer & Lipford, 2010). Protection of digital photos
(alpha = .75) evaluates the extent to which adolescents keep their digital photos on a mobile
phone under password protection or locked on a PC. The perception of cloud storage (alpha
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= .78) examines the extent to which adolescents understand the safety and protection of the
digital photos stored on cloud systems (e.g., Yahoo, Gmail and Facebook). It was examined
using the following: online websites and email companies do not know how to manage digital
photos, no customer protection on the Internet and online websites (adapted from Ion, Sachdeva,
Kumaraguru, & Capkun, 2011). The last aspect was digital photo storage (alpha = .80), which
evaluates the tendency among adolescents to keep backups of their digital photos on PC and
cloud systems (adapted from Ion et al., 2011). The last four aspects of digital photo management
were examined using a five-point response scale: fully = 1, mostly = 2, little = 3, not at all = 4,
don't know = 5.
3.4.4. Analyses
The Phi correlation was performed to examine the relationships among gender, online regret
experience and untagging since all were dichotomous variables. The strength of the correlation
was observed based on Chi-square, Phi correlation and significance level. The independent
sample t-test was undertaken to examine the differences in the demographics (sociability and
perception of information shared online), online regret experience (i.e., intensity, frequency and
mood related to regret experience), digital accessibility (including photo taking and sharing
experience and time spent taking photos) and the management of digital photos (e.g., the
tendency to protect digital photos, perceptions of digital photo storage and cloud storage
systems) among adolescents who do and do not untag photos. Logistic regression analysis was
performed to examine the likelihood that a given adolescent Facebook user will untag a photo.
The analysis examined the relative predictive effect of demographic attributes (age, gender and
sociability), digital imaging accessibility (including experience of taking and sharing photos, and
time spent taking photos) and management of digital photos (protection of digital photos,
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perception of cloud storage and digital photo storage) on adolescents’ tendency to untag in the
recent past.
3.4.5. Results
The Phi correlation results suggest that gender, online regret experience and untagging shared a
positive correlation (small). This shows that males and those adolescents who have experienced
online regret are likely to untag themselves. The independent sample t-test result revealed that
extroverts and adolescents who perceive that information shared by them is public are more
likely to untag compared to introverts and those who perceive shared online information as
private. Similarly, independent t-tests also revealed that adolescents who have more experience
of taking and sharing digital photos, who spend more time capturing photos, those who rarely
keep backups, who have negative attitudes towards cloud storage, and who practice strict
protection of photos are more likely to untag photos. The logistic regression model was
significant (X2= 29.46, df = 10, p < .01), and correctly classified 72.4% of cases and explained
29.5% of the variance in the tendency to untag photos on Facebook (Nagelkerke R2). The
Hosmer and Lemeshow test was significant (X2 = 5.88, df = 8, p = .66) which suggests that the
regression model possesses an adequate model fit. Among the different predictor variables, only
two were statistically significant, namely sociability (Wald = 5.01, p < .05, Exp (B) = 1.54) and
time lapse in realizing online regret experience (Wald = 9.45, p < .01, Exp (B) = 1.51).
3.4.6. Discussion
The results suggest that male adolescents are more likely to untag photos than females,
which is consistent with most of the previous research (e.g., Pempek et al., 2009; Hoy & Milne,
2010; Strano & Wattai, 2010; McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012; Tufekci, 2012). Our study finding also
finds resonance with a recent study by Xie and Kang (2015) that also found that male
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adolescents tend to disclose more personal information than females. Similarly, Fogel and
Nehmd (2009) found that male SNS users are less likely to be concerned about various social
privacy threats, and thus disclose more information which they subsequently also regret, and so
are also more likely to untag.
In terms of age difference, the study results found that older adolescents are more likely
to untag photos compared to their younger counterparts, which is in contradiction to the previous
SNS literature (see Madden & Smith, 2010; Strano & Wattai, 2010; McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012;
Young & Quan-Haase, 2013; Lang & Barton, 2015). The possible reason for this discrepancy
could be the difference in the user group. The majority of the previous literature is based on
young-adult SNS users who possess a high level of privacy concern and thus disclose less
personal information on SNS compared to adolescents (see Nosko, Wood, & Molema, 2010).
However, the present study finding is consistent with the observations of Xie and Kang (2015)
and Livingstone, Haddon, Görzig, and Ólafsson (2010), who also found that older adolescents
disclose more personal information than younger ones. The other possible reasons could be the
developing cognitive maturity among adolescents due to which they are less well equipped to
know when to untag a photo. This is consistent with the observation of Brandtzæg, Lüders, and
Skjetne (2010) who also suggested that young adolescents face technical difficulties in managing
SNS content.
Regarding the sociability variable, the study results indicate that extroverts are more
likely than introverts to untag photos. This is consistent with Zywica and Danowski (2008) and
Chen and Marcus (2012) who also suggested that extroverts care more about their presentation.
Similarly, the findings from the study suggest that adolescents who classify the information they
share online as public are more likely to untag photos compared to those who view it as private.
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This is consistent with different studies including boyd (2008), Lampinen et al. (2011) and Zhao
et al. (2013). Similarly, McLaughlin and Vitak (2012) found that SNS users tend to share content
online based on its classification, i.e. public versus private.
Regarding the online regret experience, the results suggest that adolescents tend to untag
themselves upon experiencing regret, consistent with the prior SNS literature, which suggests
that people tend to avoid, suppress and regulate regret-causing events (Zeelenberg & Pieters,
2006; Wang et al., 2011; Madden et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013). The study results found that the
tendency to untag photos does not depend on the intensity, frequency or mood after sharing
regret-experience-causing photos. One possible reason for these results could be adolescents’
psychosocial developmental stage (see Christofides, Muise, & Desmarais, 2012; Liu, Ang, &
Lwin, 2013) due to which they do not possess the required maturity to decide when to untag
photos in retrospection of a regret experience. Prior literature on SNS and adolescents suggests
that they are naive and are easily influenced, due to which they enjoy sharing content in the
public domain without realizing the anticipated regret experience (Madge, Meek, Wellens, &
Hooley, 2009; Kim & Lee, 2011; Xie & Kang, 2015). In comparison, the study results on the
issue of time lapse in realizing online regret suggest that adolescents who tend to experience
online regret early are more likely to untag photos than those who realize it later. The possible
reason could be that if the regret-triggering photo is not untagged before many people have
viewed it, then it is likely to result in embarrassment and other negative consequences of selfpresentation (Wang et al., 2011; Almuhimedi, Wilson, Liu, Sadeh, & Acquisti, 2013).
Regarding digital imaging accessibility, the study findings indicate that adolescents with
more experience of taking and sharing photos, and those who spend more time taking digital
photos are more likely to untag photos. This is consistent with prior SNS literature that indicates
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that SNS users who are more experienced in taking and sharing digital photos are less concerned
about privacy and also disclose more (see Cheskin Research, 2000; Pew Research Center, 2000).
Similarly, the prior studies found that time spent on SNS use were proportional to information
disclosure (Metzger, 2004; boyd & Hargittai, 2010; Christofides et al., 2012). In terms of the
time spent sharing online photos and the frequency of sharing photos online, the present study
found an absence of any significant differences in the adolescents’ tendency to untag photos.
This is consistent with Spiliotopoulos and Oakle (2013) who found that SNS users who spend
more time on Facebook are more concerned about their privacy, but it does not result in any
change in their online privacy management and related behavior.
In terms of privacy management and related skills, the results indicate no significant
difference in the tendency to untag photos. This is consistent with the prior literature, which
suggests that privacy concerns are not related to self-disclosure (e.g., Stutzman & KramerDuffield, 2010; Waters & Ackerman, 2011; Forest & Wood, 2012). Similarly, Xie and Kang
(2015) also found that SNS users with a high level of privacy concern actually disclose more
personal information, which is referred to as the ‘privacy paradox’ (Barnes, 2006). Similarly,
Madden et al. (2013) also found that adolescents who are concerned that others might misuse
their personal content also post more information due to which they later experience regret.
Regarding the storage of digital photos, the results suggest that adolescents who are less likely to
keep photos protected and are less likely to take regular backups are more likely to untag photos.
The obvious reason could be that adolescents who fully manage the protection of photos and take
regular backups are well aware of the various social privacy and security related risks. Thus, they
are able to manage their content’s privacy without any need to untag it. Finally, the results
indicate that adolescents who perceive that cloud storage companies do not know how to manage
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the stored content are likely to untag. Prior literature indicates that cloud storage is seen as a
temporary means of storage (Odom et al., 2013) and is also prone to hacking and security attacks
(Ion et al., 2011; Odom et al., 2013). One possible reason explaining adolescents’ tendency to
untag could be that they do not want their self-presentation to be disrupted in the wake of any
privacy or security attack on the cloud storage.
The logistic regression results have shown that more social adolescents are 1.54 times,
and those adolescents who tend to realize online regret later are 1.51 times, more likely to untag
themselves. However, other predictor variables did not play any significant role in predicting the
likelihood of untagging.
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3.5. STUDY V
3.5.1. Aims
The main aim of this study was to understand the reasons why young people tend to avoid phototagging on Facebook. For this purpose, a 25-item instrument was developed for examining different
reasons for avoiding photo-tagging through a multistage study comprising an open-ended essay and
three cross-sectional surveys. The 25-item instrument has six dimensional structures, which represent
six main reasons for avoiding photo-tagging: Destroy Capital (DC), Dislike (DL), Worry (WY),
Parental Control (PC), Embarrassment (EM) and Personal Appearance (PA). This study also
examined the stability of the factorial structure, validity and reliability of the instrument with
adolescents and young-adult photo-taggers. In addition to this, the study examined if the reasons for
avoiding photo-tagging were consistent with the prior literature examining online self-presentation.
3.5.2. Participants and procedure
Open-ended Qualitative Essay
The study participants and procedure were the same as in Study I
Survey I
The study participants and procedure were the same as in Study I
Survey II
The study participants and procedure were the same as in Study I
Survey III
The third cross-sectional survey was administered to 106 young-adult photo-taggers (aged 18 to 27
years) from a large Indian university using a pen-and-paper survey. The research process, procedure
and study set-up were similar to those of Survey III in Study I. A total of 69.2% (n = 74) were male
and 29.9% (n = 32) were female with an average age of 20.11 ± 2.25 years.
3.5.3. Measures
Avoiding Photo-Tagging Use (APTU) Instrument
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The process of instrument development was the same as that of Study I (see Figure 3.4). A total of
seven commonalities were generated based on the affinity diagramming process. The seven themes
were destruction of social capital (it destroys my reputation, projects me as ill-mannered); worry
(privacy in danger, my personal photos at risk, someone hacked my tagged photos); personal
appearance (unclear, not good, cheap photo), parental control (they do not allow me to perform
photo-tagging, advise me to stay away, won’t be happy); embarrassment (vulgar photos, representing
violence, making fun of others); dislike of photo tagging (it is time wasting, boring, distracting, not
useful); and negative uses of photo-tagging (makes fun of others, gives access to unwanted people,
abuses others). The text in the parentheses represents the exact text contributed by the study
participants. The seven themes contributed a 38-item pool, which broadly represents those reasons
why young people avoid photo-tagging use. A total of 800 adolescents evaluated the 38-item pool
using a five-point response scale which was anchored as “strongly disagree” = 1 to “strongly agree”
= 5. The examination of EFA, CFA and second-order CFA resulted in a 25-item instrument. The
instrument consisted of a six-factor model comprised of the following dimensions: Destroy Capital
(DC), Dislike (DL), Worry (WY), Parental Control (PC), Embarrassment (EM) and Personal
Appearance (PA).
3.5.4. Analyses
The process of data analysis was the same as that of survey I. All three data sets were normally
distributed since the skewness and kurtosis of the items fulfilled the threshold of ± 1 (Hair et al.,
1998; Byrne, 2001; George & Mallery, 2003). Surveys II & III were free from outliers, while 20 user
cases were deleted from Survey I since the corresponding Z-scores were greater than 3.29
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The missing data in the resulting samples of Survey I (N = 780),
Survey II (N = 314), and Survey III (N = 106) were imputed using the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
algorithm in SPSS 22.0. A two-step approach for the development of the proposed instrument was
followed (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). The Survey I (N = 780) data was split equally into two halves
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where A1 (n = 393) was utilized for EFA and A2 (n = 387) was used for CFA. This was important
since no a priori factorial structure for the proposed instrument was available. The returned factorial
structure from the EFA of A1 was confirmed using the CFA of A2. Later, Survey II was utilized to
confirm the factorial structure of the returned solution over time, and Survey III was used to examine
whether the young-adult photo-taggers also avoided photo-tagging due to similar reasons. Finally, the
study has also examined the different types of instrument validity and reliability including face,
discriminant, convergent, factorial, internal and composite reliability for the 25-item instrument
(using survey I & II) and the 23-item instrument (using survey III).

Figure 3.4. Development of the Avoiding Photo-tagging use Instrument
3.5.5. Results
Sample A1 was found to be suitable for the EFA since Bartlett’s test for Sphericity was significant
(X2 = 4911.82, df = 300, p <. 01) and the Kaiser-Meyer Olkin (KMO) test returned a very good value
(Kaiser, 1970) indicating sufficient sampling adequacy. The EFA of the 38-item pool was performed
using the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm and “Varimax” as the rotation algorithm. The
minimum threshold value for the successful factor loading was kept at .50 so items below .50 were
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deleted one at a time. This iterative process of deleting items was repeated until a stable set of items
was obtained. The EFA resulted in a total of 25 items representing six different reasons for avoiding
photo tagging, namely Destroy Capital (DC), Dislike (DL), Worry (WY), Parental Control (PC),
Embarrassment (EM) and Personal Appearance (PA). The eigenvalue for the six factors was greater
than 1.0 as suggested by Bantz (1982). The six-factor model obtained from EFA was not confirmed
using the CFA of Sample A2. Similar to Study I, two models were tested, namely Model A (without
any error covariances) and Model B (with error covariances). Model A returned an acceptable model
fit (X2 = 935.97, df = 260, X2/df = 3.60, CFI = .93, TLI = .92, RMSEA = .06), while Model B returned
a good model fit (X2 = 463.12, df = 256, X2/df = 1.81, CFI = .96, TLI = .95, RMSEA = .05). A later
second-order CFA of Survey I also confirmed that six first-order factors were represented by a single
second-order construct entitled “Avoiding Photo-Tagging Use (APTU)” due to good model fit (X2 =
878.43, df = 267, X2/df = 3.29, CFI = .93, TLI = .93, RMSEA = .05).
In order to investigate the stability of the six-factor structure over time, CFA of Survey II was
performed. Similar to Survey I, model fit for the two competing models was examined. Model A
(without any error correlations) suggested an acceptable model fit (X2= 682.11, df = 260, X2/df = 2.62,
CFI = .90, TLI = .88, RMSEA = .07) while Model B (with error correlations) returned a good model
fit (X2 = 488.37, df = 256, X2/df = 1.91, CFI = .94, TLI = .93, RMSEA = .05). Similar to Survey I, the
second-order CFA confirmed that six first-order factors were represented by a single second-order
factor named “APTU” (X2 = 587.50, df = 264, X2/df = 2.23, CFI = .92, TLI = .91, RMSEA = .06).
Similarly, the six-factor model was examined through the CFA of Survey III in order to ascertain if
the young-adult photo-taggers had similar or different reasons for avoiding photo-tagging. During
CFA, it was observed that the “Destroy Capital” measure did not survive due to poor factor loading
and unsatisfactory convergent and discriminant validity. Therefore, a 23-item instrument representing
a five-factor model was examined using the CFA of Survey III. Model A suggested a poor model fit
(X2 = 485.85, df = 220, X2/df = 2.21, CFI = .83, TLI = .80, RMSEA = .11), while Model B indicated an
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acceptable fit (X2 = 328.03, df = 215, X2/df = 1.53, CFI = .93, TLI = .91, RMSEA = .07). Later,
second-order CFA also indicated an acceptable model fit (X2 = 550.75, df = 338, X2/df = 1.63, CFI =
.89, TLI = .88, RMSEA = .08). These results indicate that adolescent and young-adult photo-taggers
have five common reasons for avoiding photo-tagging.
3.5.6. Discussion
The present study investigated the different reasons why young people tend to avoid a specific
SNS feature, namely Facebook photo-tagging. A 25-item instrument representing six reasons for
avoiding the photo-tagging activity was developed. The six reasons were Destroy Capital (DC),
Dislike (DL), Worry (WY), Parental Control (PC), Embarrassment (EM) and Personal Appearance
(PA). The developed instrument offered a unique structure and pattern that suggest reasons why
people tend to avoid a service use. The developed instrument possesses a stable factorial structure,
and very good reliability and validity over time in the context of adolescent photo-taggers. However,
in the case of young-adult photo-taggers, a 23-item instrument representing a five-factor model
indicated good validity and reliability. The results suggest that “destroy capital” was not valid in the
case of young-adult photo-taggers.
Comparing the study results with the prior online self-presentation literature, various differences
and similarities in the reasons for avoiding photo-tagging use were observed. It was found that two
measures of the 25-item instrument, namely “dislike” and “parental control,” were not yet addressed
by the online self-presentation literature. However, the remaining four reasons were addressed in the
previous research to some extent, for example, “Worry” (see Strano & Wattai, 2010; Meyer, 2011;
Tufekci, 2012; Young & Quan-Hasse, 2013; Lang & Barton, 2015), “Destroy capital ” (see Pempek et
al., 2009; Madden & Smith, 2010; Strano & Wattai, 2010; Meyer, 2011; McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012),
“Personal appearance” (see Pempek et al., 2009; Siibak, 2009; Madden & Smith, 2010; Strano &
Wattai, 2010; Meyer, 2011; McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012; Lang & Barton, 2015) and “Embarrassment”
(see Strano & Wattai, 2010).
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4.

DISCUSSION

The overall aim of this dissertation was to understand the online self-presentation behavior in
computer-mediated environments by examining different reasons for tagging and untagging of digital
photos. Recent years have witnessed an ever-increasing popularity and use of photo-tagging on
Facebook for online self-presentation reasons. However, despite its rising popularity and
acceptability, the different reasons for tagging and untagging of photos remain largely unexplored.
Furthermore, previous literature examining strategies for managing online self-presentation were
overly qualitative in nature, and only a few quantitative studies are available at present. This
dissertation has bridged these research gaps by developing a 35-item instrument for examining
reasons for photo-tagging, and a 25-item instrument examining reasons for avoiding photo-tagging.
Furthermore, the cross-cultural validity of the photo-tagging U&G instrument, age and gender
differences in the sought photo-tagging U&G, and the relationship between untagging, online regret
experience, digital imaging accessibility and management of digital photos were examined. To obtain
a deeper understanding of the different issues concerning online self-presentation behavior, different
theoretical frameworks including the Uses and Gratification theory (U&G), the Theory on
Psychosocial development, and the staged development model for adolescents were utilized. In
addition to this, existing empirical findings from the field of computer-mediated communication, new
media research and online self-presentation serve as a lens for examining the external validity of the
study results. In the following chapter, various theoretical and practical implications of these
dissertation results are presented and discussed. The chapter concludes with the limitations of this
dissertation and recommendations for future research.
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4.1. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
This dissertation work resulted in several theoretical implications. First, the study results have
contributed towards the expansion of the U&G theory. The prior literature has criticized U&G theory
as offering only weak predictive capabilities (see McQuail, 1984; Ruggiero, 2000), and the vast
majority of its literature has simply mirrored the U&G suggested by previous media studies (see
Song, LaRose, Eastin, & Lin, 2004; Sundar & Limperos, 2013). Consequently, Song et al. (2004)
emphasized that U&G research must depart from the existing approach of simply mirroring
gratifications from prior U&G literature. Furthermore, it should instead focus on determining newer
gratifications of new media based on post-hoc exploratory research. The U&G of different new
media features vary from one to another; therefore, researchers must not assume that specific features
of new media will have similar U&G as those of other forms. For example, Study I has shown that
out of nine photo-tagging U&G, at least two dimensions (i.e., “like & comment” and “feel good”)
were different from those proposed in the previous literature examining U&G of specific social
media features. The development of the 35-item photo-tagging U&G instrument and its cross-cultural
validation with Namibian photo-taggers have addressed these criticisms by finding newer dimensions
of U&G of a new media, i.e. photo-tagging. In this way, U&G theory is now more applicable as well
as compatible with the computer-mediated platforms of the present day. Furthermore, the
dissertation’s findings concerning the development of measurement instruments will contribute
towards the emerging yet scarce literature on the use of psychometrics in new media research for
understanding use behavior.
The review of prior literature revealed another limitation of U&G based studies. It was found
that most of these studies focused on gratifications of a particular medium, but in comparison the
present study examined the U&G of a specific feature of that medium. This is in line with the
recommendation of Sundar and Limperos (2013) that there is a need to examine the U&G of specific
features of new media since it offers a more nuanced approach to understanding: Why do people use
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a given feature? and What are the motives behind the use of specific features of new media?
Therefore, our work offers a more nuanced approach to the application of U&G to new media
research. It will also help scholars to visualize a complete picture of how Facebook users tend to use
its specific features. In addition to this, our work contributes to the emerging literature that examines
the U&G of specific features of new media platforms, e.g. photos, video and link sharing,
participation in groups, and photo-tagging (Joinson, 2008; Park et al., 2009; Baek et al., 2011; Lee et
al., 2012; Karnik et al., 2013; Krause et al., 2014). Therefore, our work will guide other researchers
to utilize our photo-tagging U&G instrument with other features of Facebook as well as other new
media platforms.
The cross-cultural examination of the photo-tagging U&G instrument with Namibian
adolescents and young adults has contributed to the limited literature examining the use of computermediated environments by African Facebook users. Furthermore, it has contributed theoretical
knowledge to the field of research examining technology use and adoption in emerging markets.
Study II is possibly the first empirical study that has examined the U&G of a popular new media
feature among African new media use. This study has addressed the growing need to examine the
validity, reliability and most importantly the reproducibility of the earlier research investigations. Our
results suggest that the structure of the photo-tagging U&G instrument was successfully reproduced.
Through similar initiatives, scholars can support the need for more transparency, credibility and
reproducibility in the different research investigations.
The present dissertation has provided newer understanding of the social aspects of privacy
and wider social issues raised by the spread of the tagging and untagging phenomena (e.g., social
grooming behaviour). Therefore, this dissertation work makes a significant theoretical contribution
since it provides input to the under-researched area of social aspects of privacy and young people.
The dissertation results have made significant contributions to the multidisciplinary literature
including computer-mediated communication, new media research, human-computer interaction,
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information systems, and usability and developmental psychology research. The present dissertation
findings on the various reasons for tagging and untagging are aligned with the prior fundamental
theories such as the theory of psychosocial development and the staged development model for
adolescents. The study findings have successfully established an empirical link between the tendency
among adolescents to explore self-identity (a continuous process that develops over time) and reasons
for tagging and untagging photos. Similarly, the dissertation has found empirical links between the
tendency to untag digital photos and different variables concerning user behavior of digital photos
including online regret experience, digital imaging accessibility, management of digital photos and
demographic attributes. This investigation was important due to the fact that complex tensions exist
between online self-presentation and social privacy related issues. More detailed information on
digital imaging accessibility, management of digital photos and online regret experience provides
deeper understanding on the part of the research community of online self-presentation related
decisions and choices. Therefore, our empirical findings will enable scholars to examine the online
self-presentation related issues in a much broader and more holistic fashion.
Prior new media research has overly focused on investigating the positive aspects of
Facebook use, while the negative issues concerning online self-presentation have rarely been studied.
The present dissertation bridges this gap by examining possible reasons for avoiding any service use
through a more nuanced approach. It is important to study service avoidance since it is linked with
brand switching, service discontinuity, rejection of service use and negative user experience.
Therefore, it is important to study the U&G of different forms of new media, but it is equally
important to investigate those reasons due to which people start avoiding a specific form of new
media. The present study results provide a broader conceptualization of the possible reasons due to
which Facebook users tend to avoid using a given feature, which otherwise are little studied in the
prior literature. This investigation is also aligned with the recommendation of Song et al. (2004), who
emphasized the need for post hoc exploratory research in the new media. Untagging is not only
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popular and applicable in the context to Facebook, but is now well practiced in a broad range of other
available computer-mediated platforms. For example, Twitter, Instagram and even Google have
started offering photo or content untagging facilities to their users. Consequently, it is likely that the
six reasons for avoiding photo-tagging might also be applicable to a wider population of users
engaged in other computer-mediated environments. In addition to this, the study methodology,
process and the developed 25-item instrument on avoiding photo-tagging use will motivate other
scholars to either adapt our instrument or develop a new instrument for examining reasons for service
discontinuity or avoidance.
4.2. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The different practical implications of this dissertation for researchers as well as practitioners
are summarized here. First, the developed measurement instruments can help scholars to examine and
investigate different reasons due to which people start using or start avoiding a given form of new
media. For example, these instruments can be utilized in the context of mobile instant messaging,
other different forms of user generated content, specific Facebook features (such as like, share,
emoticon, comments), besides others. In addition to this, the study set up, research methodology and
process can guide other scholars to develop similar valid and reliable measurement instruments.
Second, developed measurement instruments could be useful for IT managers and
practitioners including social media administrators. Recent literature on digital communities has
indicated that there is increasing competition among online platforms to retain, engage and motivate
their customers to participate and contribute (see Habibi, Laroche, & Richard, 2014; Deloitte, 2009;
Ding, Phang, Lu, Tan, & Sutanto, 2014). Our instruments in fact address these needs since they can
enable practitioners to understand the needs of their existing and prospective customers. For example,
the present study results suggest different reasons due to which a typical user starts avoiding any
service use or possible reasons due to which a typical user tends to use that service.
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Third, the study results on age and gender differences in the photo-tagging U&G could enable
companies to tap age and gender specific markets, for example, companies that are specifically
interested in those services, products or brands which are used by young males or young females.
Similarly, the findings concerning age and gender differences can enable administrators of online
brand communities to decide the type of content, which can be posted and tagged there. The findings
could be of special relevance for those scholars interested in understanding how adolescents and
young adults differ in their use of computer-mediated environments. Furthermore, the study findings
will also bring more clarity regarding the various existing inconsistencies in the previous literature
examining age and gender differences in computer-mediated environments.
Fourth, the dissertation findings concerning the important demographic group of adolescents
could be useful for IT practitioners, researchers as well as for those companies that are interested in
this important demographic group. Adolescents are seen as future customers of several brands,
services and products, since they can easily influence their adoption and use through their friends and
family (Roesler, 2015; Villanueva, 2015). Consequently, many companies see them as loyal
prospective customers (Lapowsky, 2014). The study results could be useful for startup companies
and user interface practitioners who are interested in developing newer applications and platforms
that offer the means of self-presentation in computer-mediated environments. Similarly, our results
might offer insightful understanding to those stakeholders who are interested in targeting the
adolescent product or service market, e.g. mobile services, gaming, education and learning, and
fashion. Furthermore, IT practitioners could take inspiration from the nine photo-tagging U&G in
order to design better and enhanced user experiences which could potentially lead to continued
service use.
Fifth, the study results pertaining to the cross-cultural validation of photo-tagging U&G (i.e.,
Study II) could be useful for researchers interested in the use of new media in low-income countries
(e.g., in Africa). It should be noted that African society has witnessed a rapid development in the
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adoption and use of various computer-mediated platforms (e.g., text messaging, Facebook, mobile
payment). Due to this sudden development, there is a real need for scholars to study the U&G of the
different computer-mediated platforms by African users. Our 23-item photo-tagging U&G instrument
can serve as a handy and compact tool for understanding the U&G of different forms of new media.
The related results could be of special interest to the IT practitioners interested in tapping the
emerging African economy from the business perspective, e.g. developing newer innovative mobilebased solutions, and designing new unique patterns for future computer-mediated platforms. In
addition to this, the study methodology, process of data collection and analyses could be useful for
other scholars who are interested in doing similar studies with African communities.
4.3. STUDY LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This dissertation work has a few limitations, which are presented and discussed in this section
at length since they open up new avenues for future research in this field. Although the study
limitations affect the generalizability and applicability of the dissertation results to a wider context,
its examination enables other scholars to cautiously interpret the findings and utilize them
accordingly. Furthermore, it also helps the research community to examine the reproducibility of the
study results if the underlying research constraints are properly outlined and highlighted.
The most important issue is related to the generalizability of the dissertation results. The
repeated cross-sectional studies have clearly indicated that the developed measurement instruments
possess sufficient reliability and validity over time in the context of Indian adolescents and young
adults. Similarly, the cross-cultural validity of photo-tagging U&G has shown that it poses sufficient
validity and reliability in the context of Namibian adolescents and young adults. However, the
applicability of the results from Studies III, IV and V in other cultural and geographical contexts is
currently unknown. Similarly, four out of the five empirical studies (excluding Study II) were
administered to adolescent Facebook photo-taggers from northwestern India who were recruited from
private junior and senior high schools where English was the language of instruction. The study
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participants represented low to upper middle-income families. Therefore, the study samples were not
representative of the general population of adolescent Facebook users from India, e.g. photo-taggers
from public schools, those representing low-income strata, and non-English speaking schools were
not recruited. Due to these aforementioned restrictions in the choice of the study population, the
applicability of the study results to the entire population of adolescent Facebook users in India is
unwarranted. Despite these limitations, the study results offer a strong foundation for the emerging
literature examining online self-presentation in computer-mediated environments and the U&G of
specific Facebook features. This dissertation has performed most extensive investigations by utilizing
repeated cross-sectional studies with fairly good sample size. However, we still believe that there is a
need for more empirical studies in the future in order to gauge the validity, reliability and even the
reproducibility of the current results with similar populations or with audiences from other cultural
backgrounds and countries.
The primary user group of this dissertation was adolescent photo-taggers; however, for
comparison reasons and to address some of the research questions, young-adult photo-taggers were
also recruited. Consequently, the study results are not generalizable to other age groups of social
media users, e.g. adults (i.e. above 25 years) and older adults. Therefore, the applicability of the
results is unknown in the case of the general population of Facebook users. Thus, we recommend that
scholars should examine the study results with other age groups by using a similar study
methodology, measures and set up.
The development of two measurement instruments, namely the 35-item photo-tagging U&G
and the 25-item avoiding photo-tagging use instrument were based on a qualitative study (i.e. openended essay study) with Indian and Pakistani adolescent photo-taggers. However, due to financial
and human resource related limitations, participants from Pakistan were not included in the
development and validation of the measurement instruments. This limitation should be addressed in
the future by recruiting photo-taggers from Pakistan. Another related limitation was that the cross-
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cultural validity of the 25-item instrument on avoiding photo-tagging use is unknown since it was
developed with only an Indian population of photo-taggers. Therefore, this instrument also requires
further investigation in order to ascertain its model fit, instrument validity and reliability in crosscultural settings.
Another important concern is the utilization of the self-reported measures for the data
collection (i.e., five-point response scales). It should be noted that qualitative data were only
collected in the first phase of the development of the measurement instruments (i.e., Studies I & V).
Therefore, a significant part of the results of the measurement instruments (Studies I, II, & V), age
and gender differences (Study III) and differences between those who do and do not untag (Study IV)
were based on self-reported measures. Prior literature has indicated that self-reported responses are
prone to various methodological limitations (see Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).
Therefore, this raises an obvious methodological concern of whether the close-ended response can
really elicit the underlying complex behavior concerning reasons for the tagging and untagging of
photos. Another related concern is that dimensions of both the measurement instruments (Studies I &
V) were developed based on a qualitative inquiry (i.e., open-ended essay) conducted in December
2012. The photo-tagging use for online self-presentation and related complex tensions have
witnessed a rapid evolution in the last three years, e.g. photo-tagging has become more popular, more
widely used, and a greater variety of content is tagged nowadays. Consequently, photo-tagging use
has become a deeper, more natural and integral part of day-to-day Facebook use for many users.
Therefore, a new qualitative enquiry might reveal newer dimensions representing reasons for the
tagging and untagging of digital photos. Scholars should investigate if the developed measurement
instruments should be revised, e.g. if they observe based on a qualitative study that some of the
existing dimensions are no longer valid or find newer measures representing possible reasons for
tagging and untagging. The future work should involve qualitative inquiry (e.g., in-depth interviews,
focus discussion, open-ended essays) and use of methods other than self-reports (e.g., Internet logs,
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actual photo-tagging behavior, comments-like-share activity related to photo-tagging, and other
experience sampling techniques) for obtaining deeper understanding of the reasons for tagging and
untagging in the context of online self-presentation. In addition to this, the qualitative data will
complement the existing findings of this study by providing evidence of external validity of the
current study results. Despite this limitation concerning self-reported data, the present dissertation
was successful in terms of breaking the existing dominance of the qualitative methodology in the
online self-presentation literature (e.g., strategies for managing self-presentation which include
untagging, deleting tags, etc.). Therefore, the present study clearly deviated from the existing trend
and dominance of the qualitative method based investigations in the field of online self-presentation.
Based on the aforementioned study limitations, the following research directions for
interested scholars have been outlined. First, in order to address the concerns regarding the
generalizability and applicability of the dissertation results, there is a need to conduct longitudinal (or
even repeated cross-sectional surveys) and cross-cultural studies with photo-taggers from other
cultures and geographical regions. The longitudinal investigations are essential since they enable
scholars to examine the findings of the study over time. It should be noted that, to date, longitudinal
investigations are rare in the field of computer-mediated communication and online self-presentation.
Furthermore, scholars from India can examine the applicability of the present study results by
recruiting photo-taggers from others parts of India. Additionally, the photo-taggers from public
schools, low income families and non-English speaking schools should be recruited. Naturally for
doctoral research, a narrow research focus is needed in order to achieve the set targets in the
stipulated time (e.g., the deadlines for thesis writing and submission). Due to various constraints
including time, funding and related resources, further research investigations for addressing the
generalizability and applicability issues were not feasible. These investigations will enable the
scientific community to re-examine the present study findings through a deeper and much wider
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perspective. This will obviously result in gaining even better understanding of the different reasons
for tagging and untagging, which are important aspects of online self-presentation.
Second, the present study results should be re-examined in the context of photo-taggers from
other age groups, for example, adult and older adult photo-taggers should be recruited with a similar
study setup and measures. Third, in order to address the limitations concerning self-reported
measures utilized in this dissertation, we recommend that other scholars should employ a variety of
qualitative methods (e.g., interviews, open-ended essays, focus discussions) to complement the
present results. One potential direction could be to examine whether the dimensions of the two
measurement instruments (i.e., examining reasons for tagging and untagging) could be expanded.
Fourth, other scholars can adapt our measurement instruments for understanding the U&G of the
other computer-mediated platforms such as newer instant messaging applications (also referred to as
dark social media platforms), online gaming, and participation on social media platforms. This will
not only provide external validity of the developed instruments, but will bring deeper understanding
of the U&G of new media. Similarly, the instrument on avoiding photo-tagging use can be adapted in
order to understand the possible reasons due to which users tend to avoid other forms of new media.
Fifth, the present dissertation considered only a limited set of variables such as demographic
attributes like age and gender, online regret experience, management of digital photos and digital
imaging accessibility. Future work should try to link reasons for tagging and untagging with
personality attributes (e.g., the five big factors, narcissism, shyness, loneliness, alienation, selfesteem) and strategies for managing online self-presentation (e.g., deleting content, removing friends
or network pruning, stricter privacy settings). Similarly, empirical links between reasons for
untagging, the nature of the content that is untagged, and the relationship with the tagger should be
investigated.
4.4. CONCLUSION
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Despite all of these aforementioned limitations, the present dissertation has several strengths and
makes a valuable contribution to computer-mediated communication and new media research. This
dissertation work represents a truly multidisciplinary piece of research, which will certainly benefit
different fields of research including psychology, human-computer interaction, computer-mediated
communication, online self-presentation and new media. This dissertation enhances our existing
understanding of the different reasons for tagging and untagging in social media platforms, which is
considered an essential part of online self-presentation nowadays. To the best of our knowledge, the
present dissertation represents the first empirical investigation examining the reasons for tagging and
untagging by developing a specific measurement instrument. This work has further progressed the
existing literature concerning online self-presentation through the development and validation of
newer measurement instruments, examination of important as well as crucial underlying age and
gender differences, elaboration of differences between adolescents and young adults in the use of
photo-tagging through investigating the relationships among untagging, digital accessibility,
management of digital photos and online regret experience. Thus, this work advances the existing
understanding of the scholars engaged in new media research. This dissertation has utilized extensive
data collection strategies, comprised of repeated cross-sectional studies, state of the art psychometric
methods of data analysis, and a systematic review of the prior related literature. Finally, this
dissertation has successfully accomplished all the research objectives through the means of five
empirical articles, which are coherent and compatible and which complement the overall research
work. I believe that additional studies are still required in order to extend the study results and to
obtain even deeper understanding of various complex issues concerning online self-presentation and
photo tagging.
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